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THERE ARE CAMPUSES and there are places where buildings of
enlightenment stand. Both the friendly excursionist and his host who
dwells midst these environs will place in the first category-the
institutional location known as the Utah State Agricultural College .
Commanding attention, the Northern Utah collegiate area is established on an alluvial plain overlooking sustaining Cache Valley.

ha~ an~on~ tol~ ~ou thi~ ~torij

'l~ii~~~~:'ND'NG College Hill via the highways or the several paths, you,
~

captivated by the natural splendor adorning this arena for educational
uick glance to the south reveals a contour to the geologist or engineer,
perspective to the artist, and merely a spirit-stirring scene, clearing
nnels between examinations of every student. An about face preost entrance to revered Old Main with its vine covered walls.
have seen these

t hings will tell you so, and more, too.

strik
fantasy.
inspir.atiorlll. ._ tI
who believe this to
tell you of a summer's day their campus is
the original turning point of a young man;s
fancy; and you may wish to affirm these
declarations. To establish the authenticity
would only require: a morning pause before
the leafy Home Economics entrance to ask
a fellow gownsman if he had received the
Thursday Life this morning; or, to cross the
green acres to the Dairy for a pre-lunch
cone or a noonday milk, cheese, crackers.

' ti~

true ~OIlle ~eo~le
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WITH EQUAL PRIDE they will contrast the quaint and
idle turret atop building and barn with the modern doors
of the Common's. The agrarian monuments recall the
foundation of the College and remain the center of a
highly developed research movement concerned with Utah
State's specialty-the broad field of Agriculture. Your
Logan host will mention, also, the careful planning necessary that provides a constant chain of new blooms and
bright foliage throughout the seasons; whether it be flaming-red "Don't Pick Me's" in front of the Main, or large
white berries on a barren bush adorning the Engineer's
entrance at Christmastide. Tall, stately trees; nearly a
hundred species, vividize in life size the standing record
of half a century of architectural and landscape whimsy.
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CONTRAST in century-different construction design is the par-

~,:;;~"" -::'la..ctor which may be applied to any building. Either being especially
TTIII""",,,-napted, two of the newer campus additions have a variety of

~~~

of the Women's Residence Hall may be doubled when housing

~:fions are at a premium b y having the gracious dorm-dwellers use just

tly constructed Rural Arts building north of No-Man's Land has
housing nearly all conventions, too. The Common's building serves
addition to its regular load of student and faculty receptions.

-

THIS SECTION of people classified as
Mr. Bigs and home ecers who +read
Commons' halls; the tanned and wholesome Ag men-each will acclaim the
campus facilities

for

their

particular

needs. Student offices where politicians
frequent, the friendly domiciles of Dean
Croft and Hendricks where unsuspecting
rushees take the final step; double offices
where is Student Life and its feeble crew;
judging pens where future farmers start
careering, where the annual F. F. A. convention centers, laboratories under the sun
where a larger apple, healthier berry emerges from-this area serves multiple-fold.

a Ma~e
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l~r ever~thin~

thi ~ i~ a ~aIll~u~ of tranition
DOES THIS LEGION of learners do
things of tradition 7

Indeed they do.

Should you be a freshman on registration
day, you don the greenling cap and start
expressing class spirit that makes strong
the class of '44. The campus pulsates as
you hello the passing c1assman, although
his name you may yet not know.

On

April's stormy day you may plan to
endure "A" Day or its inevitable punishment-the fire hose. Your dollars may
have been idle in a secret sock awaiting
the day when their number would be
voluminous enough to make a Senior
jacket your property. Perhaps as a skunk
you may have spent the pre-Homecoming
week preparing an organization float.

YOU MEET at the Blube for a coke.
YOl:l stroll past the Smart down the
Hill, across green acres to the amphitheatre, and back up to the hollowed
step on Old Main's south entrance.
At the West Commons you ask
if the student body president is
around. You observe the oldest tradition that there is no smoking on
the

campus.

The

closely-packed

underclock area between classes, the
creaky floor in a tucked under art
department, the quiet rendeveous
on sun.s truck Commons terrace, an
engineer making sophomore observations through a "gun," the Keep
'Em Flying truck waiting for future
wing winners-this is college unity
At Utah State, campus is the thing.
Mell.owing,
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traditioned

campus.

VARIED INFLUENCE on attending Aggies is exerted by each institutional structure.
The Institute -

a scene of Sunday devotional services, reguiarly scheduled daily
and other

ping-pong tables,
rialism

while

co

AT A MAD PACE the Mechanic
Arts Building races on, specializing men for the nation's mechanized forces, the nation's communications an d pilot divisions.

The

Animal and Plant Industry buildings, meme ntos of a crises gone
by, houses a nhus men and botany
brothers-while watching vicious
intramural battles or reviewing the
C oast Artillery unit. High in the
Tower the big bell quickens the
pace of th e tarrying Aggie and
at high noon chimes ring forth a
discordant " Utah State, Our Utah
men and

time our~ i~ a beehive 01 nelen~e
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EVERY CROSS-QUAD

traveler

who ventu·res from the Old Main
toward the East not only sees, but
senses the Library. There's something about its trim lines superimposed against the mountains
that

speaks

to

the

observer.

And it will beckon to you, too.

WIDTSOE HALL TYPIFIES graciousness in that almost constantly
an instructor is loaned, either to the great beyond as was the
capable Linford-or to the government for freedom. Strange,
indeed, has been its mission, guiding new campus additions on the
north and being aware that the future may bring supplementary
structures-erected for scientific research, aiding all-out effort.

the

~am~u~ i~
22
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HERE IS THE AGG IE campus-bursting with beauty and tradition; resplendent in Autumn color, immaculate in winter snow,
roma ntic with spring flo ra. Here you will find happiness, as you
discover that labor is life. As you wend your way through this
landscape you will catch the infection of industry. This is where
they, of Utah State, start a career and they tell you they LOVE if.

23
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UTAH STATE'S GENIAL PRESIDENT, Dr. Elmer G. Peterson, has a smile and a nod
for every Aggie on the campus, whether the most activity-conscious senior or the newest freshman. His friendly greeting typifies his close personal connections with faculty
members and students alike . Logan's early morning risers often see President Peterson
out on his daily morning walks which sometimes take him far up Logan canyon.

SERVICE TO THE institution, state and
nation is the story of Dr. Elmer G. Peterson
since he was named president of the Utah
State Agricultural College twenty-six years
ago. As an officer in the National Association

of

Land-Grant Colleges,

President

Peterson's contributions to the educational
field have been innumerable.

O N DECEMBER 8, 1941, the United States
entered World War II, America's second
war since President Peterson became head
of the college. Few Aggies will ever forget
th at morning-crowded into chapel, excited
by the thought that this was history in the
makin g as they listened intently, first to the
words of Presid0nt Peterson and later to
Presid ent Roosevelt.

At that time, Presi-

de nt Peterson reiterated his faith in democracy and

America's abiilty to

"come

th roug h." Meanwhile he has given his full
SU pport to the role of the college in prepa redness aC+ivities-officer's training, both
ar my

and

navy,

Civilian

Pilot Training

progra ms, defense training schools, and the
im portant "Food for Freedom" program.
27

FIRST ROW: Olof Nelson, E. H. Street, E. E. Monson, Mrs Minnie W. Miller, Hyrum Blackhurst, Fred M. Nye, C. G.
Adney. Second Row: Theodore L. Holman, Charles Redd, James S. Prestwich, Ray E. Dillman, Henry 'Peterson, Leon
Fonnesbeck

D0

ar ~

o t trll~tee~

IMMEDIATELY UPON THEIR appointment and reorganization, Utah
board of trustees delved deeply into the problem of shapollege curriculum to fit the needs of the nation's war effort.
hter side, several board members were always able to find
. busy lives to attend the social functions of the college.
many of the members became quite well known to students.
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OPERATING ON A VERY-MUCH reduced budget, the board enlarged the training facilities in the
industrial arts division, employed fifty new instructors and office workers to conduct this mechanical training program, established a primary radio training center to serve several hundred U. S.
Navy and Mari ne trainees, and added numerous courses in other related fields. Under board supervision the new Rural Arts building was completed and opened for use to campus convention visitors.
This was the board of trustees -

C. G. AD NEY'S 17 years of service as
a member of the college board of
trustees, state legislator, and farmer
organizer was climaxed when he was
appointed president of t he board in
1941. As a farmer he has developed a
knowledg e of agricultural problems in
Utah that has come to be almost indispensable to the guid ing of Utah's
major ag ricultural education institution.

responsible, interested, and foresighted guiders of U. S. A. C.

RUSSELL E. BERNTSON'S duties as
executive secretary and secretary of
the Board of Trustees range from doling
out pay checks on the tenth of every
month to serving as an ex officio member of practically every committee on
the campus. A hard man to get around
when it comes to financial matters,
"Bus" nevertheless, has many friends.
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AS ASSISTANT executive secretary and
manager of the college bookstore, Eric
Johnson allayed student suspicions when
he supplemented the badly depleted
studentbody fund chest with a sizeable
grant of profits from Utah State's nonprofit bookstore. But even he turns
traitor to his pet hobby-the bookstore,
and makes frequent trips to the "Bird."

Olre~t th ~
DR. N. A. PEDERSEN, popular
and witty dean of the School of
Arts and Sciences, retains a strong
connection with the English department by teaching courses in
Shakespeare, Chaucer, Children 's
Literature and Creative Writing.

PROBABLY THE BUSIEST man on
the campus during the past year
has been George D. Clyde, dean
of the School of Engineering ,
trades and industries, who has
supervised the expansion of the
industrial arts division to almost
ten times its original size.

SUPERVISING ACTlVIT1ES in "the
oldest school of commerce west
of the Mississippi" is the job of
Dr. W. L. Wanlass, dean of the
School of Commerce. Co-Chairmaning the lyceum committee
is another of his many duties.

DR. R. H. WALKER holds out in
spacious offices located on the
first floor of Old Main. His is a
dual capacity of overseeing the
important School of Agriculture
and directing the Utah Agricultural E x per i men t Station.
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DEAN PAUL M. DU NN develops a
more personal conta ct with his students in the School of Forestry than
the average college dean. Under his
guidance the School of Forestry has
grown in a decade from a single
department to a th riving schooi.

DEAN OF HOME ECONOMICS,
Christine B. Clayton capitalizes on a
friendly smile and the remarkable
ability to make people feel at ease
in her presence, to attract a host of
friends from without the School of
Home Economics as well as within.

UNDER THE WATCHFUL SUPERVISION of Dr. E. A. Jacobson, the
School of Education has established
an enviable record for placing its
graduates in the grammar and high
schools of the state. The highly practical
vocational
education
and
teacher
training divisions come
under Dean Jacobson's authority.

EVERY MONDAY AFTERNOON the important Deans' Council convenes in the Board Room where
the deans of the seven schools, the dean of men and dean of women and ranking departmental
leaders d iscuss informally matters of administrative policy. Aside from these weekly gatherings each
of these serve on one or more faculty committees, assignments that sometimes require much time.
Several of them still carry large teaching assignments that draw even more heavily upon their time.
During the fall and winter quarter freshman orientation series each of the deans in turn lecture to
the freshm en on the opportunities offered by their respective schools. Some freshmen maintain it
is a course to find the driest speaker, but as a whole the lectures are very informative.
The deans' offices, concentrated in Old Main, are scenes of intense activity each afternoon as
ma jor stud ents come in for consultations concerning proposed courses of study, filling graduation
re quirements and other general advise, often departing from education problems to problems of
fin ances, social life, and extra-curricular work. This intimate contact with their students requires that
the dean's personable, patient, and understanding. Utah State's seven deans fill these requirements.
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Service.

EVERY STUDENT MEETS registrar William Bell, or his efficient
staff, whose main duties are the
conducting of quarterly registration activities and distribution
of report cards.

POLITICAL SCIENTIST, Milton
R. Merrill, conducts the correspondence study department.
and directs the summer session
between handling his classes.

FROM THE OFFICE of Wilford
D. Porter flows a continuous
stream of journalistic endeavor.
Porter is classed as tops in class
room and behind typewriters.

WILLIAM PETERSON'S long
years of experience as an irrigation and geology expert have
prepared him for his present
difficult job as D ire c tor
of

the

Extension
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"MINISTER OF PROPAGANDA and public works" is an apt
title for C. Lester Pockock,
director of the department of
public relations; he dishes out
college news and jobs to needy
students.
PRESIDENT'S ASSISTANT John
C. Carlisle doubles as head of
the elementary education department. His efficiency in
these capacities and in the class
room is felt by all who know him.

~

hi ~ t

~~

t t ~ otti~~r~

ON THESE PAGES are the faces associated with the
inscriptions on the plates of so many Old Main office
doors. This is the machinery that makes a college function
smoothly. The appearance of grades on indexed cards,
the story in daily papers about USAC activity, the alumni
contributions to homecoming, the Summer Session bulletins
-these are

by no

means spontaneous occurrences.

Behind all of these happenings is the work of some official
and his staff.

Daily these men continue to accomplish

their work with the result that the school day-lengthening into the school year -

proceeds without a hitch.

POPULAR, witty, strong-when-necessary Dean of Men Jack Croft from
his Commons domain doled out
housing suggestions, sterling advise,
and powerful propaganda on the
"right" way for house parties and
student conduct. A model man's
man, Dean Croft had the solid
support of his
male charges.

NATIO NALLY KNOWN in connection with the fiel d of vocational
ed., Professor L. R. Humphreys
held the USAC Alu mni Association
preside ncy, hot-seat of faculty
extras.
DEAN OF WOMEN, Caroline B.
H;;dricks resides in the Residence
Hall, there keeping an eye on the
dorm darlings and the other women's
activities. Unafraid to frankly explain
her stand on coeducational etiquette ,
Dean Hendricks deserves a large
share of credit for" goodly" campus
conduct.

AMBITI OUS youn g Alumni Executive Leona rd McDonald had the
colossal job of maintaining contacts with the thousands of Aggie
alumni and editi ng the Alumni
Quarterly.
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Ihrou~h ~o~ular ~on~ent the~e leauer~
DROPPING THE GAVEL on Wednesdays, 4:30, is Wayne Morgan to officially open the weekly
session of the Student Council. At hand is blonde Marjorie

Paulson, serious-with-business v. p.

Keeping the official score Secretary Elaine Nelson offers alternately conservative and radical opinions.
The routine council business seldom causes excessive debate; excitement in the Dansante-budget
situation and "legality" of Junior sweaters brought the only sway from the norm of calmness. On the
pleasure side of politicians' life are the functions and visits he is "obligated" to take in. No exceptions, Utah State councilmen entertain and visit other Utah college aldermen, attend student functions
as officials and hold a few get-togethers of their own. Holding p. o. boxes, Parker's after hour
O.K., keys to quiet luxury of council room, USAC student officials enjoy only a few extra privileges;
far qualifying them for these privileges is the work which these successful politicians (with
exceptions) do. Their title of public servants is exactly as the handle indicates.

:E-PRESIDENT Marjorie Paulson

SECRETARY Elaine Nelson

WAYNE MORGAN-Handsome, industrious, easy-tomeet, super-subtle wit-was kingpin in USAC student
body organization. With his infectious drawl, Wayne
managed student business, developed college relations, maintained high standing in School of Engineering. Backed in elections by the powerful Ag-foresterengineer combine, Morgan became recognized for
his fair dealing, adept handling of touchy budget
problem, and sincere interest in student socials.
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LEFT TO RIGHT: Joe Anderson, Harold Steed, Marge Paulson, G10rge Lacey,
Manning, Wayne Morgan, Stan Anderson.

Dic~

Harris, Elaine Nelson, Mel

he l~ ~t u~ent ~OVernll1ent
UTAH STATE'S OWN version of democracy is embodied in the
student council, consisting of the three student body officers,
three one-year councilmen, three three-year councilmen and three
faculty advisors, making twelve in all. Most of the business transacted at the council's weekly confabs is of a routine natureappointing student managers, drawing up the much-discussed
budget, laying plans for weekly student body dances and socials,
and developing relations with neigboring high school and college
student bodies. Dean of Women Caroline B. Hendricks, Professor
A . N. Sorenson and Professor V. D. Gardner, the faculty advisors,
were on hand for most weekly student council meetings: Dean
Hendricks-ever vigilant for the coeds' rights, Professor Sorenson
-spicing up the sometimes dry sessions with his flowing wit,
HENDRICKS, Sorenson, Gardner

Professor Gardner emulating sage advice based on a background of personal
35

participation in student administration.

ON THE WEEKEND of October 25, Aggies
-past and present-stirred up the annual
homecoming excitement. As the days drew
near, tension grew in student circles-tension
that found outlet at the one organized hall
rally and the dozen impromptu affairs. Undercurrent during the week were the elaborate
plans for house decorations which resulted
Friday night in honors for the Alpha Chi's,
'chi O's , and S.A.E. In charge of the celebration were alumni chairman Glen Worthington
and Joe Anderson, three year councilman, who
prodded student enthusiasm and shaped the
entire celebration; Joe earned Student Life' !;
"Student of the Week" title. When the final
curtain had fallen on the '41 homecoming,
weary Aggies dragged home-planning a late
Sunday sleep and a few hours of cramming
to make up for the week's frivolity-each
inwardly content to have taken part in such a
successful event.
36
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GLAM O ROUS, but later engaged, Jean Crockett

THOUGH THE WINDS BLEW and the rains came

became Miss Utah State while Andrus Hansen and

and the Romneymen lost a heart-breaker to the

Afton Carter, finalists, rivaled certain other campus

Colags, Aggie spirit remained high-verified by this

figures for "beamer" title.

Chi 0

"southern exposed" shore.

IRONI CALLY lPRESAGING the loss of the afternoon 's

WITH MALICE toward only those who started the

football e ncounter was the Sigma Nu's "eat 'em up"

tradition, fatigued engineers spent after-dance hours

cow; cows just aren't carnivorous.

white coating Logan thoroughfares
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~ll~li~ation~ ~olln~il
ONCE A YEAR the college publications council grabs headlines when it makes selections of editors
and business managers for the three student publications. However, its functions, if not functionIng, are continuous throughout the year, consisting of making worried applicants more worried by
continuously postponing appointments, serving as arbitrator for chance student libel cases, and
generally advising the publishing of Student Life, Buzzer, and Scribble. Key faculty man on the
council is College Editor Wilford D. Porter, chairman, who is adept at hunting ducks as he is at
scoring journalistic successes.

Faculty colleagues of Porter are Dean N. A. Pederson and Dean

Paul Dunn. With voices on the council from stu dent ranks are: publications chairman, Student Life
and Buzzer editors, Student Body prexy.

LEFT TO RIGHT: Jerry Olson, Dean Paul Dunn, Wayne Morgan, Wilford E.
Porter, Stan Anderson, Sam Bailey. Absent: N. A. Pederson.

CONNECTING LINK between Publications
Council and Student Council is Stan
Anderson, who insists or:'! the mid-fix "P."
Stan, the littlest big man of student politics, revitalized the Blue book, compiled
the Student Directory. Noted for droll
comments and absence from council meetings, Stan was perhaps the busiest journalist we have yet seen on the campus.
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STUDENTS trouped to the Dansante before hostilities began.

HARRIS MAKES a heroic appeal for student support.

STUDENT LIFE reported the story and argued the case
for the Student Body.

THE COMMONS became a night spot along with National
Guard Armory.

firou ~in~ ~tunent an~er

namante

~onHi~t

UNDOUBTEDLY THE MOST violent expression of student ire came early in the year in the Dansante
affair. Traditional scene of college activity, the Dansante broke with the moguls of the Social;
arrangements when it failed to accommodate with lower rates the Socials arrangers who had suffered
a budget reduction. Aroused Dick Harris, Socials chairman, came before the student body on
January 16th and laid the case entirely before them. His dramatic plea for student support of the
college's action brought sympathetic reaction from the student body. Students watched with interest the ensuing argument between Lundahl of the Logan "pleasure palace" and Student Life writers
who boldly upheld the students' cause. With both elements failing at compromise or even hearing,
the Dansante became a thing of the past for official student body functions.

To the Commons,

the Armory, the Logan Hi Gym turned the dance committees for scene of their celebrations. The
power of united student opinion for the first time in a decade became evident. Councilman Harris
was largely responsible for the success which the year's social activities enjoyed after this Dansante
violence. Through his management and often actual work, dance sites were always in readiness.
Harris also with aid of the BYU social chairman arranged for the May 13th salute to Utah State by
Glenn Miller, top national dance band.

.,
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•

Wlnner~

- _..

at winter ~arnival

TO SUMMIT VALLEY trouped a hearty gang of Aggies on Saturday, February 28, to compete and be sunburned at the annual Snow Carnival. Competition centered around two
main events for both men and women-the downhill and slalom races. Sigma Chi led by
veteran Mac Maser schussed away from the field by placing first in down-mountain, crosscountry, and slalom. Heading the feminine field at the end of the scoring was Alpha Chi
Omega, who nosed out Lambda Delta Sigma for the honors.

Foresters, in another close

battle with the Engineers were able to come out a few points ahead to register the best
score for the intramural departmental league. Individual honors were taken by Mac Maeser,
SC; Loyal Seeholzer, Engineers; Marge Kropfli and Doris Wallin skiing for LDS and ACO
respectively. Joe Anderson again came in for arrangement bouquets; even the 2S0-odd
spectator sportsmen acclaimed the celebration as tops.
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STUBBER in a pose that proved quite untypical of the
winning Alpha Chi's.
JUBILANT SIGS descend upon Humphreys cross-country
winner, with coats and congrats.
THESE OFFICIALS watched the finish line to record
times and points. Upon their accuracy depended the
~
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SIG EP snow model which ca ptured highest honors in taking
the Fletcher cup. This phase of snow activity preceded the
ca rnival two weeks and was held on the campus.

worl~-renowne~ arti~t~

on

a~~ie ~ta~e

ANOTHER GLIMPSE of the world's ranking fine artists was provided for collegiates and Loganites in the 1941-42 Lyceum series. World-renowned performance of the finest in ultra entertainment
were played on college and tabernacle stages. Again acclaiming the works were all those who
attended; again conspicuous in their absence was a vast part of Utah State student body.

JAN CHERNIAVSKY, Russian pianist thrilled the packed
chapel with his fine technique; interesting to students was
the artist's body positions which seemed to help convey
the mood of the music.

ON

THE

TABERNACLE

floor

was

youthful

prodigy,

Ruggerio Ricci Carnegie-debuted violinist. Ricci captured
high favor both with his remarkable ability and his un pretentous stage presence.

OTHER ARTISTS rendering unforgettable performances were: Paul Leyssac (lower left), lecturer; Magicia n Lee Gra ble; Margt Bokar, soprano (upper left);
Howard Pierce Davis (lower right) world situation
commentator;

Impersonator

Do r ot h y

Crawford;

Metro opera tenor, Jan Preece; Lecturer

Louis

Fischer; Doris Eaton Mason, woman lecturer; Tyrolean
singers, the Trapp Family (top); Gerald Wendt,
lecturer; Lhevinre, second Russian

piano-maestro;

and Dr. Plumhoff, science demonstrator (upper right).
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George Lacey
Harold Steed
Joe Anderson
Mel Manning
Marge Paulson

MASTER MIND behind the ballot box was three-year councilman George Lacey. At every
election Lacey's beam was seen hovering just near enough to be sure that everything was
on the up and up. Completing a three year career on the council was Harold Steed,
budget chairman. Steed's conservative influence in the council has long been recognized
as essential. Likeable Joe Anderson, starting his three-year use of council chair, took
charge of special events. His ability can be measured by the success which Homecoming
and Winter Carnival registered. Mel Manning was in charge of student awards. Distinguished
for his infrequent meeting attendances, Manning captured most attention at the award
banquet. Most typical of Marge Paulson was her position behind the mike at the Wednesday assemblies. Besides her v.p. duties, Paulson was

assembly censor and introducer.

~olln~ilillen not ~et introull~eu

a~ ~o~i at~~
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RED-H EADED RAE SCOTT of Elko, Nevada, guided the Associated
Women Students through the most successful year on their books. This
organization, boasting an enrollment of the total feminine population,
fostere d coed-service men romances with the knitting and letter-writing
projects and the dancing party at which Navy and Marine trainees were
entertained-but royally. These projects were in addition to naming
the "most preferred" man for the fall A WS party, offering student
guidance to fres hwomen by the senior sponsor plan, and entertaining
the parents at Coed Day during spring quarter. Casanova Sam Bailey
of Stud ent Life fame proved to be the Aggie maids' ideal for romance
according to date bureau returns. Scotty aided by a partially-efficient
committee enlisted the aid of almost every campus coed in the knitting
and letter writi ng projects and in the training courses for service in the
Canteen, Motor Corps and the "British and Russian War Relief" drives.

President Rae Scott

LEFT TO RIGHT: Ann Ryan, Rae Scott, Carmen Croft, Dee Louise Parker,
Ruth Worlton, Frances Kurtz, Ruth Andrus, Cora Mickelson, Fae Crawford ,
Lucille Campbell, Elizabeth Call.
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SENIORS ARE PROUD of nearly four years of college, but are
reticent on the subject of grades. The male part of the class carefully tries "last-times," anticipating

military service, while their

feminine pals discuss freshman boys and their possibilities. This is
the year of the syllabus, the thesis, the seminar. A few of the
ambitious students talk about staying another year for a master's;
others want to stay so they can play Aggie football again.

TOP: President Sterling Peterson. Center:
Vice-President

Helen

Wintch.

Secr.etary without hair Conrad

ACADEMIC PARADE: Senior tradition.
FORESTER chorines submit to inspection.
46

Bottom.
Bertin.

~r onu~t of four ij ear~
HOLDERS OF REALLY good class records wonder about the possibility of making Phi Kappa Phi.
The top members of this category consider what they will say in their valedictory addresses. After
three year holdouts, some of this select class de:ide to become affiliated; they lead most campus
honoraries; enjoy tossing off two-bit words. Thu; they regard themselves as being among the
intelligentsia. They exhibit athletic sweaters, clasi jackets, "A" pins, old pipes, often-used book
reports. Seniors are chummy with professors. They afford to eat lunch, are far more reserved at the
Bluebird a nd athletic functions. They still spend th3 last two weeks of each quarter making up work
due the fi rst two weeks. They boast of romantic conquests, of past conventions and field trips, of
their vast knowledge encased within two cardboard

slabs. Lovers of sleep, they cut classes to

combat fatigue in the men's lounge, wind up playing checkers. They are idols and pet targets.

SENIOR BUZZER pe rsonalities give out with grins.

TUD SPARKS Salt Lake Thanksgiving game rally.

UTAH'S GOVERNOR Herbert B. Maw speaks.

AGGIES MADE racket for NBC listeners.
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WAYNE MIRGAN-A mild individualist, Wayne
came to the Aggies from the Bear Lake region,
Montpelier to be exact, and is the living example
of "home town boy makes good." Starting off with
the engineers his freshman year; he ended up with
one of their degrees and the student body presidency. He lives the first four and one-half days of
the week in anticipation of Friday afternoon canyon
picnics, and takes Blue Key and the use of a subtle
wit seriously.

Abbott

Ella
Adamson

Reed
Allen

Chall
Allred

Chad
Anderson

Lee Roy
Anderson

Mae
Anderson

Marjorie
Anderson

Robert L.
Anderson

Rulon
Anderson

Ruth
Andrus

Donald
Ashdown

J. T.

ultra "
Phi,
rean,
ing every night of th
fussin' around she does, is one

the few who

boosts the Chi a's average with straight A's .
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Chris
Axelgard

Sam
Bailey

Simon
Baker

Dona
Ballard

Rene
Ballard

Warren P.
Barnum

Joh n O.
Ba rton

Grace
Bateman

Evan
Baugh

Esther M.
Baurle

Dorothy
Beal

Glen
Beehling

Co nrad
Bertin

Grant
Bethers

Ora
Bills

Harold
Black

Helen
Black

Robert
Black

MARGE PAULSON-Here is another gal who is a
real activity man. Marge adds glamour and grades
to AXO. After spending her freshman year at the
BYU, she repented, came to the AC and into her
own, made Alpha Sigma Nu , took over the citizenship award, took an interest in Phi U, Lambda Rho
and collected enough ballots for the student body
vice-presidency. She hails from Salt Lake but hopes
that isn't held against her.
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Keith
Boyer

Alma N.
Brinkerhoff

William Barr
Brinton

Emer
Broadbent

Lawrence
Brough

Thales
Brown

Robert
Burgoyne

Albert
Burton

Roche D.
Bush

Warren
Caldwell

Chloe
Campbell

Lucile
Campbell

DICK HARRIS-Old Smiley Harris has manias for
inventing nicknames , rushing potential Pi Kaps and
worrying over plans for "A" Day. He blew in from
Brigham where he twirled the baton for the high
school band and wowed the women with his beam.
A pol. sci. major, Dick slides a slush pump, gets elected as junior class prexy and one-year councilman ,
and dyes his hair for little theatre performances.
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Morris W.
Cannegieter

Ray R.
Canning

Harold
Capener

Joan
Carter

Marjorie
Carver

Elmer
Cox

Ralph J.
Chadwick

Ariel
Chatterton

Adele
Christensen

Anthon
Christensen

Jean
Christensen

Dave
Clark

John E.
Clay

Genevieve
Clayton

Ned P.
Clyde

Richard K.
Coburn

Wayne R.
Collings

Darlene
Condie

MEL

MANNING-A

Garland

glamour

boy,

"Smooth" lives up to his name all the way around.
He fusses around in advanced military and claims
to be a charter memoer of the Cactus Club. He's
another one of Romney's stars, an Alpha Sigma
Nu, English major, and sits on the council. Also
proud of the fact that he is a good Sigma Chi.

Maurine
Cook

June
Coop

Ivan L.
Corbridge

Barbara
Cordon

Juliette
Cordon

Robert E.
Corey

Loyal
Covey

Harold
Cowley

Pauline
Cox

Jon Fred
Crockett

Carmen
Croft

Faye
Crawford
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RAE SCOTT-As president of the AWS, "Scotty's"
hangout is the A WS office. She is a Nevada gal,
Elko by town, and is proud of the fact. Rae adds
to her colloge honors ex-Spur of the moment, open
house queen, and Phi U. Her beautiful red hair
and KD affiliation are her delights .
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Lawrence
Cuskelly

Mae
Cutler

Spencer
Daines

Parley James
Dalley

Aileen
Delong

Dwight
Dixon

Belva
Doran

Nick Joe
Drakulich

William
Durrant

Edna M.
Ericksen

Catherine
Farr

Jean
Fernnelius

Alvin
Ferre

Enid
Fishburn

Wilson H.
Foote

Ettamarie
Fowler

Dean
Freeman

Don A.
Fronk

HAROLD STEED-Harold hails from Clearfield
and took over the three-year councilman job his
freshman year. To his long list of accomplishments
he claims Blue Key, advanced military, Scabbard
and Blade and noisy plaid shirts.

Also Pi Kap

president, Harold majors in commerce, is supposed
to be a demon on skiis and has a definite Alpha
Chi interest.
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Glen
Fuller

Ellen
Gardner

Phyllis
Gardner

Keith
Gates

James M.
Gatherum

Don W.
Gay

Ezra
Geddes

Don Ray
Gowers

Grant P.
Grandy

Elmo A.
Gray

Eva M.
Greenweil

Wanda
Haley

HELEN WINTCH-One of the Manti W intches,
Helen cornered enough votes for Senior class VicePresident, is one Chi 0 who takes life seriously and
gets good grades. Major in Commerce, she will
someday make her boss a swell secretary. A Theta
Chi and ex-Spur, Elaine ' generally goes to bed early,
studies

diligently

and spends waking

hours

in

sports jacket.
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Marge ne
Ha ll

Norma
Hall

Kenneth Ray
Hampton

Rex Herbert
Hampton

Marjorie
Hansen

Golden K.
Hanson

Richa rd H.
Ha rris

Mary
Hatch

Norman I.
Heaton

Royal B.
Henderson

Charles B.
Henry

Madonna
Herbert

Beth
He rmansen

Jex
Hiatt

Russell B.
Hicken

Ineda
Hickman

Karl T.
Homer

Helen
Hudman

SAM BAILEY-Pride of the SAE's "Smiling Sam"
was voted by the coeds as the most preferred man
on the campus. He claims other glories such as
being Student Life editor, Alpha Sigma Nu, Blue
Key and a darn good softball pitcher. He also
professes to be good at ping pong. Sam takes
a long time to shake hands, writes Farm Flashes,
wears snappy ties, ghost writes themes for fraternity
brothers and drawls like a cowpuncher.
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Virginia
Huff

Doris N.
Hughes

David K.
Hulme

Clyde Fae
Hurst

Charles W.
Hutchison

Fred C.
Imhoff

Glen R.
Jackson

Deon
James

Charles
Jenkins

Charles W.
Jensen

Marjorie E.
Jensen

Hue
Jewkes

J. T. ABBOTT-A mainstay of the Big County tribe,
J. T. is business manager of the Buzzer, former
student council member, slightly freckled and comes
from Tremonton. He lost his Sigma Chi pin early
this year. Recipient was a KD. Also a Blue Key
man, and active in advanced military. Abbott
collects many A's in his Ag major.
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Leo William
Jex

Francis
Johnson

Genevive
Johnson

JoBeth
Johnson

Ronald C.
Johnson

Jack R.
Jones

Francis
Ku rtz

Louise
Kunz

Lloyd M.
Knaphus

Cara G.
Klinger

Ruby
Kilpack

John R.
Killough

Carlos
Kidma n

Paul J.
Kennedy

J. Norris
Larsen

Marian
Larsen

Willard R.
Larsen

Anna
Leigh

CON

BERTIN-Big Con claims to be the un-

conscious instigator of the cue ball hair cuts. He
wrestled the top weight for the Aggies, started
the year as secretary of his class until average
troubles caught up with him. He is proud of Pi
Kap affiliation, loud towel shirts and Provo, his
home town. Con flirts with all the women, works
hard for the pan-hellenic and forever pulls the
surprise gag.
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Dominick
LaVerne

Lynn S.
Ludlow

Helen
Ludstrom

Lillian
Lyman

LaMar
Mackay

William L.
Mathews

Glen
Maughan

Willard
Maughan

Edward C.
Maw

Art V.
Maxwell

Charles B.
McConnell

Cora
Mickelson

ELAINE NELSON-Logan dweller Elaine is another
top gal of the Senior class. Claimed by the Alpha
Chi's, she also made Phi Kappa Phi, Alpha Sigma
Nu, polled enough votes for student body secretary.
She claims a Sigma Chi pin, the ability to analyze
people, an unquenchable curiosity. Elaine studies
hard, gets good grades, and generally gets to
bed in good time.
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Helen
Miles

Dale R.
Miller

Frank
Mockli

Frank Ray
Mohlman

Bertha
Monson

Wayne R.
Morgan

Bonnie R.
Murphy

Alfred J.
Neilson

Don
Neilson

Dale O.
Nelson

Glen T.
Nelson

Shirley
Nelson

Joseph
Nemanic

A. J.
Newby

Margaret
Nielsen

William
Nielsen

Preston
Olsen

Newell
Olsen

STERLING PETERSON-"Political Pete" first gained recognition as a politician when he was elected
soph class prexy, then senior. After that, came
Blue Key, Alpha Sigma Nu, and his political science
major. Pi Kap house manager, Pete came from
Richfield, drives a yellow model A, wears an advanced ' military uniform, says that he spends too
much of his dad's money and loves the women
one and all.
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Hazel
Owens

Irene
Olsen

Lee
Olsen

Lloyd
Olsen

McKay
Ogden

Bonna Lue D.
Pack

Guy G.
Pace

Gerald M.
Palmer

Dee Louise
Parker

Lynn S.
Parker

Glenna M.
Parkin

Doris
Passey

IN FATHER'S footsteps is
Milton R.'s high I. Q. son .
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Harold William
Phillips

Hazel
Parks

Marjorie
Paulson

Jane
Peck

Harriet
Parks

Ruth
Pedersen

Ruth
Penrose

Barbara Ann
Preston

Hazel
Perry

Mildred
Perry

Wilmer J.
Perry

Betty
Pederson

Lucile
Pixton

Florence
Prince

Sidney M.
Priday

Margaret
Potter

Thomas
Pozarnsky

Dorothy
Peterson

A MID-DAY BASK on the entrance of the Animal
Industry building, popularly dubbed the "Dairy"
where such famed organs as Alpha Zeta and the Ag
club function, finds its way into the day's schedule
during each season's sun.

Just inside the agrarian

sphere showcases house a unique collection of trophies earned by Aggie judging teams and prize
livestock of the college herds.

Marna M.
Peterson

Lois. J .
Peterson

Mervin S.
Peterson

Katherine
Rasmussen

Alice
Randall

Sterling
Peterson

Milton J.
Rasmussen

Anna Lou
Rees

Clare J.
Reed

Ruby
Richards

Dean C.
Rigby

Denton Stanford
Richards
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WITH THE SPRING, came the Navy and the
Marines, to add every-service color to the walks of
the campus. And, with the Navy and the Marines
came competition for the regular college lad when
bright days on the social calendar drew near. The
Smart Gymnasium gave way to these technician
school men after a year of virtual inactivity and
provided extended housing accommodations to facilitate larger classes.
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Thomas D.
Roberts

Reed S.
Roberts

Clay M.
Robinson

J. Lewis
Robinson

Willard C.
Rose

Richard H.
Romney

Burt F.
Rouse

Ephraim
Rosenberg

Jean
Rowe

William
Rozynek

Doretta
Salisbury

Edward L.
Scartezina

Rae
Scott

Lois E.
Sargent

Wilford J .
Smeding

Sybil
Shumway

Abraham
Sidorsky

Lloyd E.
Shaw

FORESTER'S PAUL BUNYAN again saw
Engineer-Forester brawls waged at his feet.
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Annabelle
Smith

Mary L.
Smith

William R.
Smith

Harold R.
Steed

Elmer
Sommers

Elwin
Stephens

Margery
Stephens

Kenneth
Stevens

Ward
Stevens

Betty Jeanne
Stone

Lora
Stratford

Clifford
Stock

NOT OF CAMPUS SOCI
student who spends his
his academic schedules,

he is, nevertheless, with his contemporaries, one of
the important people of Utah State.
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Ruth
Tyson

Mary
Sweeney

Ruth
Sycamore

Clyde T.
Tarbet

Brian L.
Taylor

June
Tracy

Ross G.
Thomas

Merle
Toble r

Ray A.
Thatcher

Betty
Turnbull

Marvin
Sjoberg

Charlene
Turner

J. Dee
VanOrden

Gordon A.
VanEpps

Rex B.
Walker

Max E.
Wadsworth

Farrell J.
Mohlman

James
Vanderbeck

Carol M. Wennergren
Alvin C. Warnick

Alma E. Watterson
Joyce Welker

Raymond Webb
Beth Welling

PREXY MORGAN FINDS strength here as senior
forester Bob Corey turns on the powerhouse during
the Feud flag rush in mid-March. Competitive interest,
however, was not manifest as the two dignitaries got
together at the Chi 0 house lounge while waiting for
respective dates to call off the stall ing act.

:XY MORGAN felt strength of Senior Forester
Bob Corey in flag rush.

Arthur Wendell
Doris Wallin

Ted M. Wennergren
Franklin Oliver Westfall

ANOTHER weary Aggie crowd boards the
6:30 bus for parts unknown.
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Maria n
Wilcox

Wallace J.
Wightman

Kathryn C.
Wiggins

Sibyl
Wilkinson

Elden
Williams

Davis S.
Williams

Bill G.
Williamson

Robert F.
Wilson

Wayne P.
Wilson

Helen E.
Wintch

Donald
Young

Dale W.
Young

Marian R.
Eaton

George
Peterson

Roy H.
Scott

Laurel
Stowell
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PASTIME for any class is the extra-hour on
the quad. A little cramming, a quick lunch.

PROM COMMITTEE at one of the few times they all
managed to get together-save Prom night.

( JUNIOR-TIME most Greeks are on the sending en 1
: the pledge-greeting line. Some Juniors do enter the
circle of fraternity existence.

KARMA HILL LACEY and Bill Batt, Prom experts, pee~
at the books. Rugged Bennion was duplicated in clay;
men preferred the original.

know what theij wan t
RETURNING JUNIORS, at the chronologie center of their collegiate careers, locate their belongings,
register, and immediately begin to breathe into Alexander Graham's pet device such syllables as fivetwo-two, eight-nine-five, and six-o-four. They all claim to have the secret of study-social timing, but
all soon find the same old difficulties facing them. This is the time of college life when most start
looking seriously for a permanent major; a few begin to regret time wasted on "snap" undergrad
courses; most quite painstakingly search for more of those "snaps" with which to fill last groups.
Juniors held the inside track at elections; most are well known on the campus; many have had class
office experience. When spring balloting rolls around the eyes of affiliates and independents turn
to Juniors for political hopefuls. Third year men also stand "in" for special Senior scholarships
and above campus awards for which competition is only dightly above "cutthroat."
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AT PKA Kid's party Junior Ruth Smith wasn't
rea lly bored-not with "glamour-puss" Tiny ~,l.organ
around.

TRADITIONALLY the Juniors take their largest share of the publicity cake at Prom time.
Held in the Commons, the 1942 affair was
approached by very few formals for excellence. Prom-goers danced to Ed Stoker's NBC
orchestra, exploded balloons and gallivanted
from spot to spot in the Commons selecting
their dance space. Though corsages were out,
committeemen Moss, Worlton, Van Dam, Call,
Hatch, Lacey, Allen, Nelson, and Batt won
orchids for the production.

SMORGASBORD waitresses before faculty vultures
devastated the Swedish morsels.

SECOND PRESIDENT Fred Allen

VICE-PRESIDENT Betty Hatch

SECRETARY Doris Van Dam

the

r.L'lrn='''' '''

his
of S.A.E.

srAN ANDERSON-Blue Key activity award winner
last year, co-sports editor and student council member this year, Stan is one of the corner stones in the
Bear River block. The "Little Caesar" is addicted to
the use of ten cylinder words, life in general at the
S.A.E. house, and three point grades. He also claims
to be a ghost writer and earns pin money plying this
talent.

LeGrand Abbott
Elaine Adams
Joyce Adney
Russell Allen
Glen Anderson

Grant Anderson
Lurline Anderson
Stan Anderson
Harold Armstrong
Rela Armstrong

Keith Arthur
Edith Ashby
Lawrence Aubert
Lorraine Baird
Betty Lou Balch

Nadine
Ballard

Ann
Barker

Ethel
Barker

Margaret
Barlow

Rachel
Barlow

Theta
Barrett

Della
Bartlett

Paul
Bartschi

J ames
Beck

Paul
Brown

Del Mont
Beecher

Ray
Behling

Winston
Benson

David
Bernstein

Dave
Benton

Ted
Bernstein

Bill
Bickmore

Don
Bingham

Reid
Bishop

Keith
Blanehard

Llewellyn
Bodrero

Allen
Bond

Helen
Bott

Robert
Branges

Marie
Briggs

Bernice
Brough

Thomas
Brotherson

Garn
Brown

Grant
Budge

Reed
Budge

Jean
Burch

Dick
Burke

Richard
Call

Ralph
Carlson

Cecil
Christensen

Darwin
Christensen

Lucile
Christensen

Charlene
Clark

Melba
Clayson

Richard
Clayton
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nero us with
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ence papers, and
seriously. He is
believes
elections.

LANE PALMER-Another member of the Bear River
block, Lane ended the year as president of his class,
incoming vice-president of his fraternity, three point
average and activity man plus. He can generally be
seen scouting the campus in his advanced military
uniform for potential Pi Kaps or Student Life News.
He is a firm believer in the philosophy of the "more
you do the more you can do" and goes about proving
it every day.

Harvey Colby
Magele Collis
Marcus R. Cooley
Virgil Coombs
Elmer Cox

Florence Crane
Leonard Crane
Melba Critchlow
James Dalley
Rachel Dalley

Ruth Danielsen
Barbara Davis
Estella Davis
Jack Davis
Mary Decker
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Louise
Dixon

Elden
Drake

Gail
Duncan

NaDean
Dunn

H. D.
Eyer

N. M.
Evans

Josep~

Evans

Garth
Evans

Gra nt
Esplin

Dorothy
Esplin

Roma Lynn
Erickson

Alberta
Erickson

Earl W.
England

Hal
Edison

Annora
Eskelsen

Dean
Farnsworth

Druce
Foutz

Wynn
Fife

Sheldon
Fitzgerald

Jay
Foster

Art
Fowler

Irene
Freeman

Kay
Freeman

Gene
French

Fa e
Fridal

Lydia
Fridel

Stanley
Fuller

Beulah
Gancheff

Dean
Gardner

Clifford Carl
Gaynard

Donna
Gold

Russell
Goodman

Drue
Gra ndy

Man
G reen

Vaughan
Green

Marguerite
Greeves

Earl H.
Griffin

Vera
Griffin

Welden
Griffin

Daniel F.
Griffiths
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spring aftertennis balls

H

's sweater, flashy smile
about his business major.

BETTY HATCH-Betty is a perpetual Chi 0, political
candidate, and can boast of a fair degree of success.
Vice-President in her freshman year, she finished her
junior year as vice-president also. Betty is friendliest
with the Sigma Chi's in general and a Mr. Romney in
particular. She spends summers at Yellowstone and
as many mornings as possible in bed.

Westerdahl Gudmundson
Frank Hall
Beatrice Hansen
Clifford Hansen
Eldon Hansen

Leona Hansen
Marion Hansen
Norma Hansen
Vaughn Hansen
Neff Hardman

Mabel Hartvigsen
Reed Hartvigsen
Ruby Hartvigsen
Doris Harwood
Rex Hawkins
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Karrol
Haight

Charlotte
Henriod

Dean
Hicken

Karma
Hill

Ralph
Hobson

Bernice
Holquist

Maye
Howell

James
Huber

Gwen
Hu nsaker

Ruth
Hyer

Gwen
Hymas

Evan
Iverson

Glenn
Jabbs

Ross
Jackson

Wayne
James

Betty
Jarvis

Mae
Jensen

Norma
Jensen

Ruth
Jensen

Norman P.
Jeppson

Norma
Johnson

Vere
Johnson

William
Johnson

Henrietta
Jones

Ma rjorie
Jones

Reta
Jones

Dell
Jorgensen

Dorothy
Jorgensen

Elna
Kemp

Kathryn
Kirkham

Norval
Kichen

Marguerite
Kropfli

Vern
Kupfer

George
Lacy

Ellis
Lamborn

Rosella
Larkin

Clista
Larsen

Ernest D.
Larson

Imogene
Lee

Kenneth
Lee
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Doris is
swing -a
go out
of a KD scratch
good overage,

is shining. P.S.

FRED ALLEN-Still another Bear River man, "Hog"
cornered enough votes for freshman class prexy and
came in as second of the three Junior Class presidents.
He majors in agriculture but it wouldn't hurt him to
major in English. An athlete in the true sense of the
word Fred is another Sigma Chi who was on the nowin Aggie football squad.

John Lendersdorfer
James Lewis
Keith Long
Clayton Longhurst
Lamar Ludwig

Rea Madison
Mildred Madsen
William E. Manning
Emma Martin
Melba Martin

Janice Mather
Oriel Matkin
Ellen Maughan
Flora Maughan
Marjorie McCowin
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George
McDonald

Lavar
McM illan

Clint
Mechan

Eldon
Meik

Grant
Mendenhall

Trevor
Michie

Lael
Miller

Wendel
Miller

Miller
Don

Jane
Moss

Luella
Moore

Dave
Moore

Lamar
Monroe

Wendell
Muir

Helen
Nelson

Wilford
Nelson

Bert
Newman

Horten
Nielson

Wayne
Nuttall

Edith
Nyman

Mavis
Olson

Melvin
Olson

Violet
Olsen

Verlene
Pace

Lynn
Pa ge

Lane
Palmer

Richard
Parkinson

Josephine
Parrish

Emma
Poulsen

Barbara
Perkins

Eldred
Poulsen

Ruth
Peterson

Grant
Po pe

Gordon
Porter

Kenneth
Procter

Oral
Pugmire

Richard
Pugsley

Peter
Reed

Jack
Reeder

Keith
Reese
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and baseball
He hates to
anything that has

FLORENCE CRANE and Ruth Hyer spent registration
days stacking up knowledge controls in college bookstore.

Kenneth Rees
Merrill Rees
Eugene Reeves
Melvin Rennie
Edward Rice

Lucille Rice
Elliot Rich
Arch Richards
Clyde Richards
Myron Rirchards

Ralph J. Richards
Ruth Richards
Charles Rigby
Leah Roberts
Jesse Robinson
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Dean
Rogers

True
Roundy

Mary E!len
Russell

Virginia
Ryan

Darwin
Salisbury

Moses
Samowitz

Grace
Sims

Carl
Smith

Gwendolyn
Smith

Mildred
Smith

Ruth
Smith

Ferron
Sonderegger

Beth
Sorensen

John
Sorensen

Willard
Speed

Verle
Spencer

Katherine
Sta nford

Helen
Stewart

Beth
Stock

Phylis
Stoddard

Russell
Stoker

Owen
Stokes

Kay
Strike

Vivian
Stromberg

Cha rles
Stephens

Lela
Sullivan

Tony
Sutich

Gordon
Swan

George
Swenson

Kay
Taft

Marjorie
Tanner

James
Tasso
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Horace Tremelling
Dorothy Tervort

Quentin Thomas
Dean W. Thorpe
QUEEN OF THE HARVEST Ball, lovely Jeanne
Crockett gathers various tokens after being named
to the November position while rating from the
collegiate shagsters a signal vote of approval.
Helen Tillotson
Paul Turner
JUNIORS HAVE BEEN KNOWN to frequent the
library in various pursuits, with Californian Don
Zamzow and Chi 0 Karrol Haight not being excepN1argaret Todd
Margaret Tingey

Ryo Uchida
Arvil Wadley

tions to the rule. Footnote fantasy, they say.

Veri
Wa ite

Glenn
Wahlquist

Geraldine
Walker

Mary
Walker

Beulah
Walther

Calvin
Warnick

Spencer
Wheatley

Jack
Whitlock

Laurence
Whitney

Lathael
Winn

Vernice
Wi nn

Barbara
Woodhouse

Ruth G.
Worlton

Don
Worthington

Rulon
Yorgason
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THIS COMPLETES the 1942 Junior Class. Poised on the threshold of
their final collegiate year, they look into the future with inquisitive eyes.
For the men the service of the nation seems especially imminent; the
women forsee sparse pickings for the same reason. Both look with regret
upon the "beginning of the end" that becomi~g a Senior holds for them.
Apprehensively they anticipate the writing of a thesis and the entry
into Seminars. Many have definite campus responsibilities to undertake;
others are fighting to preserve high scholarships; all are facing life with
a little more reality. Whatever the future holds, however, they plan
to make the finale, their Senior year, memorable.

8f

the collegiate scene in a flurry of changes, they change everything
Each re-enters the institution with three months of concentramore fun around school, how to get higher averages, and where
res- cor1centration which each is determined to utilize to good advantage. So they
1

come, for a second year-full of ideas and plans, eager to set the school afire.

ALREADY THE mainstays of both Spurs and I. K., the sophs are seen parading or selling or ushering
at every campus function. They sponsor such events as '44 Hello Week, and trot around stirring
up smiles and friendships on the campus. They undertake an assembly production which, though
bad, is sufficiently better than what the other classes muster to capture the class competition honors.
On stationery with a printed "Class of '44" letterhead their business is transacted. In fact, these
Sophs, make more racket, display more energy, and command more attention than Utah State has
seen in many moons. Blue moons.

President Burns Crookston

THE SOPHS delight in showing-off, to a limited extent, before the
Frosh who are still trying to discover what it's all about: they chance
familiarity with profs; they casually drift about the quad and Main;
they slouch across library desks or Registrar's window. Many Sophs
move from first-year batches to fraternity houses; others flee the
dorm curfew to apartments and Greek residences. By this time all
have picked their favorites in cleaners, lunch stands, and movie seats;
have also found a pet pool room. They take Friday dates and Sunday
stag shows as a matter of course; they attend church and Mutual with
half an eye toward appeasing the home folks. The business of college
life, though methodically attached, is swift and fascinating.
Secretary Adrus Hansen
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ELIZABETH CALL-Blonde blitz from Davis,
" Liz" was president of the Spurs this year and
incoming prexy of the Chi 0 glamour gals. She
takes her major in p'hysical ed seriously and, in
an isolated case, prefers a U man .. In her spare
time, Liz hands out A WS preferences, wears a
sponser's uniform and cooks good grub at her
batching apartment.
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JOE ANDERSON-Joe was elected 3-year
councilman last year, after an activity-filled
freshman class presidency. Girls say that all Joe
wants to talk about on dates is "that winter
carnival and how much work it is." Unclaimed
by any frat , "Goozer" is a faithful member of
the Intercollegiate Knights and is one of the few
to keep his sweater clean.
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MELVIN ISRAELSON-New duke of the I K's,
Mel rides into town each morning from out
in North Logan. "Izzy," is P K A's timber, blonde,
active on committees, and a permanent election
campaigner. He follows in the engineer footsteps of his pop and claims to have potential
ability. Mel loves to gab, makes speeches in
church, and cut grass.
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BARBARA FITZGERALD-Contrary to her
name, Barbara is only one-fourth Irish, comes
from Kamas, and is a flunkey in Pocock's sweat
shop. She was vice-president of the frosh, is a
member of the Spurs and a military sponsor.
Brunette, and addicted to advanced military
men, having a brother and a boy friend there,
is a permanent grinner and loves to jitterbug.
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JEANNE CROCKETT-Beauty of the Chi O's
and last year's sweetheart of Sigma Chi, Jeanne
reads a hundred pages a week for history major
and drags down A's. She takes delight in organizing assemblies and renders a sterling performance in melodramas. Jeanne proudly possesses
a Sig pin, long black hair, a swift stride, and
the ability to draw forth long, low whistles from
male on-lookers.
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LYN LARSEN-Hard-working sports writer on
Student Life, "Swede" is the farmer boy from
East Garland, who changed his major this year
from dairy husbandry to journalism. His most
outstanding characteristics are his laugh, perpetual cue ball hair cut and long list of female
acquaintances. He seldom attends I K meetings
and does his darndest to line up snap classes.
Frequently jaunts to Malibu.
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DORIS OKELBERRY-Doris is proud of her
Payson High School and claims that Goshen
raises the best onions in the state. Inhabitant
of the K D blue room, she is a member of both
the Buzzer and Student Life staff. Often taking
a hand in assembly productions, she is engaged
to a Sigma Chi, and maintains she puts plenty
of time in on both. She takes her English major
with calmness and her cokes at the Bluebird.
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ADRUS HANSEN-Big County gal, "Odry"
makes a nice secretary for Burns and the Sophomore class. She owed allegiance to the K. D's
and on Tuesdays and Thursdays, wears a sponser's uniform. Some of her spare time is spent
debating on varsity squad; the rest is spent in
writing to an old Pi Kap flame. She plays th 3
organ for home-town ward every Sunday, and
devotes sewing talent to her batch-mate's
trousseau.
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GLORIA HARRIS-Perpetual Beamer, Gloria
held down the So ph V. P. and grinned all over
the campus. She pushes the Chi Omegas and
brags about some town called Layton. Spare
coin is spentkeeping both a Spur and sponser's
uniform clean. The Beamer, generally full of pep,
works on all the sophomore committees and
insists on being home by one o'clock.
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BURNS CROOKSTON-Bringing the nickname
of '''Panther'' from Logan high, Burns added titles
of freshman class secretary, sophomore class
president, and student body one-year councilman in succession. He has short curly hair, a
supercilious, dead-pan look and brags about his
recent three-point average. His political ability
is superseded only by his athletic prowess.
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THESE ARE THE Sophomores. They have advanced one step more toward the achievement of that worldly sheen and educated gloss which a college education lends.
Sophomore faces are to be found in almost every activity of the college. They are
dramatic material committee stooges, sitter-inners on jam and poker session. They
debate, sweep halls, hold offices, play boogie-woogies, join Blue Key and hang pins.
Nothing withheld-they are the fully endowed, thoroughly appreciated college public.

FRES

lege profs can

and

t:~;:~~i

duced to them

soon set the the

traditional cry of "useless." They elect officers
(with Logan High usually railroading the prexy)
from the many new faces about them; they
take pride in such titles as "greenlings" and
"frosh" and wait in vain for hazing to begin.
The famous grooved south step of Old Main
fascinates these neophytes; they slide sideways through the half-opened door, rubbing
shoulders with Greeks, blue-clad sailors, and
the faculty.

the ~ e are

George Nelson, President

Dorothy Nielson, Vice-President

the

tre~hmen

Lois Adams, Secretary

MEN AND WOMEN alike take up the aged
custom of washing their own clothes. "T attletale grey" and "dishwater hands" becomes
realities and many discover that they can ma ke
a shirt or a blouse last up to three days longer
than previously.

One assured result is that

makers of creams and lotions to give 'those romantic hands" reap a substantial moneta ry
benefit. Most anticipated custom of college is
the daily coke at the "Bird." Freshmen took up
the custom with a verve that almost, ' but
not quite, brought a smile to Mrs. Perry's face.

MA NY FROSH girls move into the dorm where
they live to curse the 7:30 limit and to love
their roommates. They fill their rooms with
dolls, pandas and sentimental knick-knacks; they
pack th eir closets with laundry and coke bottles.
Consta nt source of awe for frosh is the mystery surrounding the laboratory -

brains -

woudn't it be swell to be a scientist; but how
difficu lt splitting atoms and dissecting earthworms.
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MARY LU CAMERON . . . This talent plus gal is
from Rock Springs.

Known to her friends as "Love-

'em-all," Mary Lu takes her sponsor duties seriously
and brags up the Chi O's.

It is rumored that she

detests humans who borrow, and loves her roommate.
Spends good percentage of spare moments following
actress trade,

beating

a drum,

favorite tune,

"Casey Jones."

and humming her
The rest is spent

pining for an air corps man.

LU LIVINGSTON . . . All that he is, and that is a lot,
he claims he owes to Logan high. Lu spends his spare
coin keeping an IK sweater clean and his spare time
attending Pi Kap meetings. Majoring in engineering,
he passes "awake

hours"

plugging

up hoops with

basketballs. Among other talents is clarinet playing.
This modest man likes studying, but prefers a blonde ,
and puts pl 3nty of time in on both.
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RAY LUTZ . .. Smiler of the frosh, Ray works hard
on the Student Life and was co·editor during freshman week. Stalking new Pi Kap pledges and telling
fair to middling jokes is his favorite diversion. Often
late for IK meetings, he manages to pull an acceptable
excuse. He doesn't say much about anything except
that he is proud of his alma mater, Logan high , and
when asked, he will comb his hair.

BEVERLY LEWIS . . . Here's one hundred and eighteen
pounds of beauty from Missouri. Then moved to Utah
and was graduated from Logan high. With no major
as yet, Beverly bowls over "A's" in history classes and
claims to ski. She hates to be late for Chi 0 meetings
and says that she keeps her shape in shape by eating
her favorite food, potatoes and gravy.
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William Durrant
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JACK OLSEN . . . Better known as Casanova, Jack
spends potential "date" hours in the service of his
class-says that he doesn't mind it though. He claims
that freshmen don't need a major and sticks by his
word, despite efforts of adviser to talk him into one.
Like Ray and Lu he is proud of Logan high. Jack
professes to be a democrat and says that his chief
worry is how to keep the gals away.

HAZEL STODDARD ... Small and cute, Hazel hails
from Richmond and is majoring in home economics.
The KD's lay claim to her, and she, in theory, lays
claim to a good many masculine hearts. She wears
a sponsor's uniform and co-commands Frosh cheering
with Jack Olsen. She is mildly interested in debate
and is proud of the judging she did the high school
tournament.
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Murray Hoyt
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LOIS ADAMS . . . Lois, a Theta U from Davis, held
down the secretary's

job for her class. Active in

W. A A, she is full of life, and usually willing to
divulge a roommate's secrets. She possesses strange
beliefs in table-raising and ouija-boards but maintains
that she is not superstitious. Some have heard her
talk in her sleep but they claim she doesn't say much.

GEORGE NELSON ... Here is the pride and joy of
the frosh. All around athlete, this big blonde headed
his class and busted tough lines for the frosh gridders.
George spends spare time palling around with his
Sigma Chi "cronies" and escorting a good date. He
claims that he can string a darn good line and disputes
rumors that he doesn't study assiduously on his premed major.
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Ethel Manning
Wayne Marble
Preston Marchant
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Ardis Memmott

DOROTHY NIELSON . . . Dark-eyed Dorothy vicepresidented the frosh and started a major in secretarial science. Sponsor for the soldiers, Dot was voted
sweetheart of Sigma Chi and is the sweetheart of
one Pi Kap. She was also acclaimed the outstanding
Alpha Chi pledge; but despite all this, her roommate
says that she needs a few lessons

In

housekeeping.

Her charming smile is just one of the many things
which add up to make her one top gal.

At the foot of the east hall dorm stairway four freshmen dorm-dwellers stop long enough to exchange a
few bits of campus gossip and to be caught (frankly,
quite aware) by your Buzzer Photog.
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Cliff Olsen
Doris Olsen
Jack Ol~en
Jerry Olsen

Lorraine Ornell
Ronald Ottesen
Kent Oveson
Ralph Pace
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Peterson
Clifton Perry
Heber Perry

Carol Peterson
Martha Peterson
Max Peterson
Reid Peterson

THE LIBRARY enters the freshman's life via an
orientation lecture and the heartfelt plea of
faculty advisers.

Frosh learn briefly of the

Dewey Decimal and the card file systems. They
discover by their own hook that the library
rooms and corridors provide choice, but forbidden, spots for that idle hour chatter.
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Lyman
Salisbury

Faye
Sandberg

Glen
Sargent

Shirlene
Saunders

Kyle
Schow

Wanda
Schow

Mae
Schwartz

Phyllis
Scoffield

Edna
Scofield

Gilbert
Searles

Loyal
Seeholzer
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Shirley Skanky
Lee Sharp
Geraldine Shields
Madge Shippley

Robert Siddoway
Stella Sims
Ben Slack
Alice Smith

o:...I. . .:e

Sorenson
Sorenson
Squires
Emma Lou Stander

Sherma Stanfill
Gwen Steffensen
Frank Stephens
Verlin Stephens

Dorm girls fill in those "long" evenings (until
lights out at I I :30) with ping pong, telephone
wooing, and occasionally studying. Mrs. Alice
Samson, their beloved English house-mother,
responds faithfully to a battery of bells and
buzzers, paints throats, and entertains waiting
boy friends. Life at the dorm, though hampered by restriction, is gay and exciting;
Frosh girls love it.
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Arnold
Stevens

Jeanne
Stevens

Wanda
Stevens

Fred
Stewart

Ned
Stocks

Afton
Stoddard

Carl Ray
Stoddard

Hazel
Stoddard

Lyngby
Stoker

Delworth
Stout

Allan
Stratus

Gerald
Stromberg

Beth
Swenson

Willard
Swenson

William
Tanner

Arnold
Taylor

Dell
Taylor

Harold
Taylor

Ira
Taylor

Joyce
Taylor

Lorin
Taylor

Paul
Telford

Gordon
Tervort

Melvin
Thalman

Alan
Thomas

LeRoy
Thomas

Robert
Thomas

Gwen
Thompson

Robert
Toolson

Lorene
Toone

Beverly
Tripp

Maston
Trotter

Ruth
Turner

John
Ureak

Horace Mann
Waddoups

Leah
Wadley

Georgia
Wahlin

lIean
Waite

L. R.
Waker

Don
Walters

Udell
Wankier

Max
Ward

LaVar
Ware

Gloria
Warren

Dewain
Washburn

h ill

III

Dorothy Watterson
Ray Wattis
Alta Beth Wayman
Ross Weaver

Ted Weber
Kathryn Weeks
Blaine Welling
Cyril Whatcott

cox
Dorothy Williams
Frank Williams
George Wilkinson

Edna Willis
Bill Wilson
Mariam Wilson
Mary Wilson

FIRST ACT of almost every freshman woman
is to fondly place the bromide image of her
high-school b. f. in a conspicuous spot, after
which she proceeds to forget the same. At
the dorm this latter deed is aided by the
opening of the lavish reception room each
afternoon

and

evening

for

coeducatioMI

habitation. At other times the reception room
becomes the scene of somewhat corny harmonizing, weaving La Conga lines. and pre-final

cramming.
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Wayne Wilson
Wanda Winn
Rosalie Wolfe
Melba Rae Wood

Rulon Woodbury
Ken Woodward
Joseph Woolley
Maurice Wright

Dale Yost
Louise Yose
Dean Winters
Dan Zohner

Mark Zohner
Grant Zollinger
Orson Zollinger
Vendla Zollinger

FRESHMAN TED eRA WFORD treats Sophomore Mary Jane Davies to a cone-typical of
first year men is this tendency to swing out into
upperclass talent for date material. In fact,
by the end of first quarter, all cI:us barriers
are completely destroyed and interclass dating
IS

"in"

This atmosphere at Utah State is

welcomed by Freshmen because it offers them
opportunity to smartly begin their college
careers.

e
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THE CURRENT WAR of 1812 is "quiet bickering" to the ears of a certain Connecticut inn-keeper
compared with the nagging of his energetic wife, Iva Pixton. The British are led by an American
traitor up the nearby river where they destroy American ships. At the strange appearance of a
young man, who is later accused as the traitor-Thankful Pond, Karl Taylor, and the innkeeper cook
up a scheme of accusing the wife, Susan, in order to shame her and inhibit her nagging, of having
an illicit love affair which resulted in the birth of a son who has returned in the person of the stranger.
The stranger, Dean Farnsworth, tumbles for the inn-keeper's beautiful daughter, and thereby enters into
competition with the lo::al smoothie, Bob Anderson.
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THE DOUBLE PAYOFF comes when Susan, confronted with a "son" senses her husband's cunning
a nd clut ches the boy to her breast, and when the brave daughter-heroine shows her suitor, Anderson,
t o be the traitor, thereby exonerating the stranger and preserving his life for her own matrimonial
ends. Laugh-clouding the scenes were a trio of Connecticut militiamen, a duo of Redcoats and the
local female low-lifer, Virginia Bateman.

DIRECTO R HALBERT GREAVES shows the
fine technique of handling a scene to Peggy
Bennion, who alternated with Betty Lou Balch
in the fem inine lead.

THE HYPOCHONDRIAC wife of a certain Mr. Average American, Dave Latimer,
is so possessed with the idea that her departure from life is imminent that she decides
to choose the next mate for her husband.
As the spouse's luck would have it, the
choice is a poor specimen of womanhoodstrictly speaking, a drip. Surprised, then, is
a mild-expression for the reaction when the
old bag, Lausanne Gudmundsen, takes a turn
for the better-begins to roll her sox and
to twitch to boogie-woogie, and as a result, suddenly has an attraction for Latimer.
As a double life is contrary to existing laws,
there is nothing left but for good old Uncle
John, Oleen Bunderson, to turn up and conEXAMINING STAGE MODEL are Thomas Morgan,

vince wife Barbara Dunn, that she is a normal
soul and that she should devote herself to

set

designer-builder, and Myers, dramatics head.

her

hu~nanu'~

her husband . Completing this happy scene
is the appearance of Dean Eyre, old flame

wit e

- - directed by Chester J. Myers
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of the droop-turned-vamp, who post-haste
re-engages her heart.

I a u i e ~ 01 the j u r ~
- - directed by Floyd Morgan
A CERTAIN YOUNG French doll, Yvonn3 Yvette (Grace Swenson to you) is accused
of abruptly ending her husband's life, and is brought to trial. Prosecuting attorney,
Karl Homer, produces a crowd of witnesses who circumstantially prove she did rub
out the hubby, but she, in emotional and accented outbursts, swears she didn't. Then,
with the audience baffled as to her guilt, the court rests the case in the jury's hands.
The jury quickly votes guilty; that is, all but one society matron, Sunny Swenson, who
is one per cent tender heart and ninety-nine per cent obstinacy. For two snoring nights
and cursing days she holds out and gradually by subtlery, bribery, and sweetness
changes nine of the eleven guilty votes. The jury foreman, Robert Anderson and a
witch who should have gone out the W.T.C.U., Marian West, refuse to vote not guilty
until the foreman is roped in on a put-up murder possibility and gives in, bringing the
straight sister with him.
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- -directed by Mrs. Ruth M. Bell

VIVACIOUS AUNT MAUDE, Eldora McLaughlin, comes
bursting one day into the house of her brother, Burns
Toolson, to find a love-sick adolescent son, Widstoe
Checketts, unwilling to return with her to college, a
disappointed but beautiful daughter about to marry a
droop she doesn't love, and a child-weary, noise-weary,
peace-loving father, anxious to get his progeny out so
he can "get to know his wife."

THEN COMES the bill collector I For something
approaching thirty hours and a few minutes, this
persistent soul remains in the house waiting for
the rather irregular parent, Mr. Slater. Natural
thing for an idle young bill collector with a
beautiful girl like Mary Lou Cameron around
for that long is to fall in love with her. This he
does. They "lived happily ever after" comes
when Checkett's crush, Katie Loosle, is moved
to the college town; Cameron tosses the d roop
for bill-collector Miles Carlson and the old man
is left alone with his wife, Lausanne Gudmu nsen.
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"t h ~ romanti~
- - directed by Dr. Halbert Greaves

MISTRESS OF THE HOUSE in Madrid in which
he r four male grandchildren stop to eat and
sleep between gay flirtation and other romantic
pursuit is Virginia Batemen as Dona Barbarita.
Her one grandaughter, Grace Swenson, is quite
miserable, however; she has just reached the
debutante age and yearns for romance, but is
su bject t o the continuous teasing of her four
brothers who consider her yet a child. Incessantly
she reads the sentimental babbeling of a curre ntly po pular author-K. T. Homer and secretly
longs for an affair with the man.

WITH UNUSUAL chairmanlike courage, Councilman Dick Harris finally
said, "Well, we've put A day off long enough. Tomorrow we have it,
whether it rains or not." It didn't rain. Past postponements had been
frequent, and the event was scheduled as the probable final "A" day for
the duration. Early arrivals looked for the soft jobs, late arrivals did
likewise, both wound up shoveling, digging trenches, or grubbing weeds.
Lots of people worked, executives watched and strolled around, I K's
played jump-rope, and sluffers suffered the water penalty. Walks were
laid, slopes were cleared, shovels were leaned on with WPA finesse.

Labor

Lies

Licks

AT NOON, tardy and non-workers were shackled and thrown in the water hose, guided by
the muscular arms of Chris Axelgard and
his vigilante partners. "Student Lies" were distributed, and the lovable IK-Spur combination
handed out lunches, one to each, two to some.

Wary Aggie assembly-goers laughed freely, but were super-quick with dodging.

~a~ren traniti~n

"AI!
Aggie laborer.

THE ASSEMBLY was as rowdy as ever. Pitching arms were discovered; M. C. Jim O'Toole, "Tiny" Morgan, and Warren Caldwell found themselves on the receiving end of eggs, tomatoes,
and super-creamy pies. Dirty clothes and faces cleaned, the mob
moved headquarters to the stadium where they watched sorority
relays, a rather uninspired game between the Blues and Whites,
and a freshman-sophomore sandbag rush, frosh winning. Harris's
perfect day got hotter than ever, ending with a workmans' ball
at night, work clothes and cut-ups in order.
KD pins colors on
track hopeful
The water cure.

Foreman Taylor surveys

Lunch for laborers.

au~ ien~ e~ thrill e~ to" ri ~ ole tt 0
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FOR THE TENTH consecutive year, Professor Walter Welti combined the efforts of more than
two hundred chorus, cast, orchestra and production staff members to produce a grand operaa feat that few colleges in the nation can boast. With the help of Professor N. W. Christiansen,
the college orchestra, Miss LuDean Rogers, coach-accompanist, and other faculty and student production experts, Welti turned out a show praised unanimously by those who heard it. Verdi's
"Rigoletto" was the choice, and Morris Cannegeiter, with false nose, hunched back and jester's toy,
masterfully handled the title role. Few who saw the production will forget Cannegeiter's aria (shown
above in rehearsal and in performance) when he pleaded for the return of his kidnapped daughter
before the court nobles. Again thrilling opera-goars was the inspiring "Rigoletto" quartette. (lower
left) Claudius Doty, '41 grad, returned to sing the male romantic lead, but was replaced by Laurence
Whitney when stricken with laryngitis after one performance; Whitney, in almost story-book fashion,
played remarkably for the rest of the stand.
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FRESHMAN OLGA DOTSON, an operatic
natural, brought thunderous applause in the
feminine lead. Able portrayals were given
by George Lacey, as Sparafucile (facing
page),

Golden

Hansen,

Alice

Randall,

George Peterson, Kenneth Lindsay, Robert
PaulsE:n, Bertha Monson, and Gladys Mattson ... Not underrated in their performance
was the chorus. Composed of the entire
force of the chorus classes, the group gave
fine support to the leading singers. Dancing, singing, jesting among themselves they
kept the spirit of the opera constantly alive.
In addition to the excellent work done in
the opera the chorus offered its talents to
many other events of campus note. They
presented an assembly concert in the fall
and an oratorio, Elijah, in the Spring. Here,
too, Professor Welti captu red praise from
listeners and admiration for performers.

DIRECTOR Walter Welti

in annual

~ro~u~tion

Ensemble, sender of long-haired beats, relaxes for a moment with
idle horseplay.

In the pit below

th e ij

LuDean Rogers, piano charge, checks fingering of Shirley Watland,
talented keyboard technician.

Directors Christensen and Steen, artists
in their own right, scrutinize a score
before rehearsal.
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colleg e opera-singers was the orchestra -

vigilant, practiced, sweating. Their work was superb.
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FROM THE FIRST violins comes the undercurrent tremolo; the baton swings in short, quick arcs
with a cautioning finger following in its wake to control the volume. The arcs quicken and
shorten; the hand now fairly disappears; then stops-and with it all sound; in one long unfaltering swing the hand and baton rise together; then pause; then drop; with spasmodic beat they
pound up and down while crash of drum and blare of horns keep rhythm. It is living, moving
music. Integral part of USAC life was the wid~ music program; for every musically inclined
individual there was some field of music to interest him. The band, the pep-band, the choruses,
orchestra, ensembles, individual lessons-each offered to Aggies an opportunity for music education. Not devoted entirely to the "practicing-musician," the department was constantly functioning for one's listening pleasure . . . Innovation of late in the year were the Tuesday noon
musicales. Not requiring attendance of anyon~, not widely publicized, these Vickers-arranged
programs attracted every Tuesday a small, but enthusiastic, group of music-lovers. Performing were leading soloists of the college on instrument and voice. Novel presentation in mid-year
was the piano duet recital featuring Blanche D~schamps, Shirley Watland, and Miss LuDean
Rogers, instructor of piano. The two piano work brought highest praise from an awed student
body ... From the music on the "legitimate" side to the currently consumed boogie-woogie
went student fancy at will; in demand were those whose talents included the "science of hot
licks." Campus dance bands which boasted solid sending were on the "give" the year' round.
All-inclusive, this music was adequate for everyone-listener or participant, jam artist or symphonut-and grew even more important as a campus feature.
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DEBATERS LAUNCHED upon a busy year early in the
fall as they undertook the Utah State edition of the Rocky
Mountain Forensic League conference. Careful preparation provided a smoothly-run convention for the delegates
from all the Rocky Mountain colleges. (Right) C. U. goldenboys pulled most skullduggery in railroading certain measures through the legislative assembly. All in fun, though.
Proceeding to the final day was one of four Aggie teams
entered in the tournament at Weber College. Clay and
Fonnesbeck were one of the last to go and registered a
consoling victory over the tournament winning U. S. C.
debaters.

UNFETTERED, SELDOM serious Don
"Rollo" Bowen and Jack "McGraw"
Anderson propounded solutions for national ills only Bowen, Anderson, and
Harmon Perry would dream up.

STUDIOUS, QUIET Wells Allred teamed
with the only woman on the squad,
smooth, good-and intellectual-looking
Adrus Hansen of Elwood, through one
tournament_

ALSO PARTICIPATING, though not as
partners, were Senior Glenn Fuller, experienced Aggie speaker, and Frosh
Jerry Olson, who early fled the ranks
for Buzzer duties.

HANGOVER PARTNERS from high school,
Howard Blood and Desmond Anderson, handsome, deep-thinking, frosh saw action in several forensic events.

JOURNALIST, faith expounding Lane Palmer divided attention
between myriad extra-class activities while partner Evan Iverson
again proved himself a ranking extemporaneous logician.

LATER IN THE YEAR, with depleted funds
somewhat replenished, Fonnesbeck, Clay,
Iverson, and Palmer trekked coastward to
the annual College of the Pacific meet in
Stockton, California. Junior college speakers took in the Regional Junior college meet
at Price, Utah. Neither tournament found
USAC debaters in final rounds. The annual
college high school tournament in the spring
gave prep school speakers a look-see at
State and an opportunity to compete for
trop hies. Last college forensic participation of the year came in State Capitol
Representatives' Chamber, where Utah college speakers tried their hands again at
political maneuvering . . . Efficient, econ
theorizing, superb arguer Evan B. Murray,
official coach, threw puns, sarcasm, and
ideas to debate enthusiasts. His role as
"brain-truster" for debate squad was strongest part of a funds-lacking team. Contributing to the general welfare of forensics were
Dr. Halbert Greaves and Dr. F. D. Daines,
long-strong supporters.

the

~ 011

COUNTED ON HEAVILY for leadership were John Clay and
Alan. Fonnesbeck. Fonnesbeck, Agora Club dictator, was the
leading college debater. Hand-thrower Clay held purse strings
as well as managerial duties.

e~ e
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Colonel Cross

Lieutenants Bunker and Neilson
Lieutenant Bullen, Captain Ward .

Sergeants Daly, Moore, Cazazza, and See

HEADED BY Colonel Matthew A. Cross, Utah State R.O.T.C. men had the trying job of attempting
to plant military information into the unreceptive heads of basic students. Drill sessions every Tuesday and Thursday afternoon revealed that it took patience and hard work to push the green freshmen and sophomores around the quad.

Lieutenant Nielson, with a typical army man's hard-boiled

exterior, was once again popular with the first year students, while Lieutenant Bunker struggled with
the cocky sophomores. Powerhouser Sergeant Daly did most of the shouting in the gunshed Winter
Quarter, and students soon learned to respect his ability and his temper. Late in the year Lieutenant
Ward received his captain's bars along with congratulations of the entire department .

the

•
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STRAINING MUSCLES and minds, basic students tried most of the time to catch the command
and to translate it into the appropriate action. Their hours in the sun netted results, though, as
t oward spring review whole batteries executed simple commands with little error. Improvement in
cadet commanders was felt, too, by trainees. Favorite "rest" pastime at year's beginning was to
chuckle at a commander's mistakes or to curse his obstinacy-at year's end, however, most of the
advanced men commanded the admiration of their charges. Winter quarter brought field house and
gunshed seSSions, frightening and fascinating to new recruits, followed by hot spring afternoons back
on the quad.
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GRADUATING FROM their training as Military Officers, the men listed below stepped into the U. S.
Army as second lieutenants. Considered by military authorities as indispensable to the war effort
and by coeds as magnficent were: Samuel L. Avis, Chris T. Axelgard, Evan A. Baugh, Keith S. Boyer,
Ray R. Canning, Harold R. Capener, David T. Cbrk, Ned P. Clyde, Elmer C. Fox, Dean B. Freeman,
Mervin Hall, Royal B. Henderson, Lynn B. Hollist, Ray C. Hugie, Clyde F. Hurst, Leo William Jex,
Preston D. Johnson, Ronald C. Johnson, Don C. Kidman, Richard S. Lattin, Russel Liston, Dominick
M. Laverne, Glen L. Maughan, John B. Millard, Dale R. Miller, Albert W. Mitchell, Jr., Guy G. Pace,
Sterling K. Peterson, Denton S. Richards, Dean J. Rogers, Richard H. Romney, Roma O. Saltzgiver, Jr.,
Lloyd E. Shaw, Harold C. Steed, Clifford D. Stock, Neil Wilcox, Robert F. Wilson, Edward S.
Scartezina ... Even more magnificent were future Second Louies, honor-graduates: Joseph T.
Abbott, Robert E. Corey, Ezra W. Geddes, Kenneth R. Hampton, Rex H. Hampton, David K.
Hulme, Melvin L. Manning, Glen T. Nelson, John A. Shaw.
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WITH THE SUN beating down and their guns screwed in every possible direction, drillmen stand as straight as possible and await t he whistle at 2 P.M., ending the drill session.
They pray that the officer won't notice those wrinkled coats, missing buttons, and unsewed
overseas hats. They polish belts on their sleeves and shoes on their pants leg; with bored
expressions they hear "six to the front and three to the rear" and "don't anticipate the
command" a hundred times.

"At ease" and "rest" bring that opportunity to admire the

sponsors, breathe deeply, and ask the time. This is military science, American style.

BIG SURPRISE to the military dopesters was the
appointment of John A. Shaw to the high-andmighty post of Cadet Colonel, based on grades,
military attitude, discipline. Shaw returned from a
two-year L. D. S. mission to take his place at the
head of the advanced military men. On the left
Colonel Cross congratulates Shaw following the
announcement of his appointment at Cadet Hop.
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MILITARY MEN BAND together in exclusive Scabbard and Blade.
Staff-advised by Captain Stock, their student commanders were
Ned Clyde, past, and Max Rogers, incoming. The initiation process
finds prospective members saluting each other under the clock,
periodically announcing the time, and mock-drilling in the halls.

Clyde Hurst, Captain Ned Clyde, Clifford
Stock, Chris Axelgard.

(REAR): Pace, P. Johnson, Geddes, Peterson, R. Hampton, K. Hampton,. Hugie
(Front): Captain Stock, Romney, Corey,
Hurst, Abbott, D. Rogers, Stock, Clyde.

(REAR): Coburn, McDonald, McClure, Murray, Whitney, L. Rogers, R. Caine, Budge.
(Front): Freeman, Baugh, Mitchell, Miller,
Hanson, Bishop, Fletcher, Pugsley.

(REAR): Geauque, Schopper, Long, Samowitz, Sneddon, Benton, James, Thorpe.
(Front): Lewis, Batt, Stoker, Jaynes, Hanson,
G. Anderson, Call, Hilton.

PICKED BY Advanced Military men each year is the Sponsor
Corps, choice array of feminine talent. Though the sponsor is
the only military figure on the campus other than the colonel
deserving a salute, her place is far from a bed of roses. With
Dick Romney calling commands, she drilled about twice as hard
as basics; she bought her own uniform and was required to attend
weekly meetings, drills. Nevertheless the Sponsors were looked
up to and admired by everyone on the campus; their marching
ability compared quite favorably with their male counterparts.
The largest Sponsor unit in the ninth corps area, the Utah State
blue-clads were prominent figures at every military function.
Their precision review highlighted the Military Ball, they added
considera ble color to the Tuesday, Thursday drills.

Harriet Parks, Elaine Nelson,
Vera Griffin.

MEMBERS: H. Parks, E. Nelson, V. Griffin, B. Hatch, R. Hyer, F. Montrose, C. Mickelson, R.
Richards, K. Stevenson, H. Steward, A. Hansen, A. Ryan, G. Harris, H. Stoddard, K. Loosle,
I. Pixton, J. Frampton, D. Nielsen, P. Bennion, R. Everton, B. Batt, M. Bernston, C. Blair, D. Bergeson, R. Thurston, A. Carter, U. Woodland , E. Nelson, E. Call, M. Call, M. Cooley, K. Anderson,
M. Cameron, B. Tripp, M. Roundy, B. Fitzgerald , E. Manning, C. Pond, E. Wadleigh, J. Ray,
S. Buetler, J. Slack, P. Ballinger, M. Tanner, R. Poole.

-.

ACTIVITY OF THE military men was not confined to the drill field of the plotting
room alone. True to military tradition the officers reveled at their own private party,
the Cadet Hop. It was here the student regimental officers were named. In the upper
photo we see the officers passing along the reception line at the Hop. There were
special parades-Homecoming, Coed Day-that were all just another drill to men jn
the ranks, but were gratifying to officers and department officials. Of course, relief
extraordinaire at any time was a momentary chat with sponsors.
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AFTER WEEKS of preparation the military department presented
its annual display of precision drilling at the military ball. The
only school function to be held at the Dansante after the schism
in t hat quarter, the ball was, as usual, a social highlight. The
the me, "Victory's Ours with United Powers" was chosen in a
campus-wide contest won jointly by Kenneth Hampton, Joyce
Adney, and Joy Nelson. The grand march, led by dignitaries of
state , school, and department, proceeded without blunder-the
entire affair, in fact, was without a hitch, and therefore a credit to
its planning committees.

ALWAYS POPULAR, the refreshment table served punch without
the spike.

ABOVE, the grand march as it emerged from the military arch.
AT LEFT, the crowds arrive at the
ball ready for an evening of fun .

BANDWAGONER Ineda
Hickman jolts the typewriter
wickedly in turning out her
widely-read column. Ineda is
old-timer of life staff.

DRAWLING Sam Bailey, Editor, grins at
"Chief-grafter," Bus in ess Manager Dick
Romney. Affectionately known as Sam and
Dick, these boys successfully steered Student
life through a cut-budget year.

a~ ~ ~ ari n~ w~ ~ kI~ wa~ ~ [u~ ~ n[ Iif ~,

CALDER PICKETT, Verle Spencer, and Rex
Plowman once-over a national magazine
with

typical

journalists'

enthusiasm--un.

LAN E PALMER and Gwen
Hunsaker, chief contenders
for '43 editorship, obscure
much-abused assignment
boa rd, Student Life tradition.

IDLING THROUGH pigeon
holes are Genevieve Johnson
and Beth Wakely. Pigeonholed was poor copy-that
is, sometimes.

COLLABORATORS Stan
Anderson and Bryce Roe
whip out their famous "caustic" observations with unbatting eyes.

NEWSHAWKING by telephone are Doretta Salisbury
and Maxine Burgoyne. Telephone often saw service in a
social capacity.

•
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IN SPITE OF paper shortage, the rise in prices, and the draft, Student Life rolled off the presses
and into the halls Thursdays at eleven. This SAE-controlled publicity tattler gave vent to latent
journalistic talent and a salary to the Editor. The staff convened weekly to consume a bushel
of apples, draw cartoons on the assignment b03rd, and run down the faculty whom they lauded
publically_ Inevitably copywriters got the publicity; Romney got the advertising, and Bailey
got the Farm Flashes. Tuesday and Wednesday nights Lifers gathered at the print shop to
drink cokes, swap creative writing themes and read proof_

Female reporters undermined the

AWS and student politics to get Editor Sam elected "Cinderella Man." Bailey was the conformer; Henriod, the informer; Palmer, the reformer-thus yellow journalism was executed, elocuted, and sometimes even read. Nevertheless Student Life, the power behind the throne of
college info, had its environs decorated with cups-symbols of excellence from the R.M.I.P.A.

EVIL STAFF watches another
issue of Student Life "in bed."

the l~~l Duzzer
HECTIC, INDEED, is a year in the life of an annual that
undergoes the drafting of the Editor, pin-hanging of the
Business Manager, and the snipping of the budget. Yet
that is the one-word story of the 1942 Buzzer. Hectic.

Lyn Larson, copy; Anne Murdock, copy; Charles Henry, statistics;
Florence Heywood, copy; Don Bowen, copy; Calder Pickett, copy.

Editor Grant Bethers
Business Manager J. T. Abbott
Managing Editor Jerry Olson

FROM THE patch quilt of thoughts
evolving from the heads on these pages
came an assortment of ideas-unusual
photo angles, clever work combinations, efficiency operations schemes,
persuasive sales techniques. Thrown together or pulled together, these ideas
Margaret Ann Wilson , moral support; Gloria Harris, General; Don
Black, photog ; Mary Walker, office; Anne Kennedy, office; Melba
Call, business.

were hashed over, tried, retried, discarded or retained until the book you
now examine developed.
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Jean Carlos, business; Lausanne Gudmunsen, office; Charles Henry II,
publicity; Florence Crane, office.

~ re ate~

Cha rlotte Henriod, copy

lor
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Haven Barlow, business

Doris Wallin, office

Ruth M. Richardson, general

Wilma Gunn, office; Lois Adams, office; Doris Okelberry, busines ;
Katie Loosle, business; Roma Poole, business.

BEHIND ALL THIS exchange and revisal of notions was the guiding thought
of preserving an accurate, unpretentious, in-the-typical-manner reminiscencl1
of life at the Utah State Agricultural
College for the year 1942. Determined
to deliver no bouquets to undeserving
hands, ready to give due recognition,
the staff expects no more than this
your judgment of this creation .

In
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CENTER OF BOTH the athletic endeavor on USAC campus and red ink on USAC books is the fieldhouse, monument to man's physical conditioning. Serving as an all-season accommodation for every
sport save jai-Iai and ice hockey, this gargantuan structure steals the thunder of "historic" Smart
gymnasium in no uncertain terms. On its courts, over its mats, around its track parade the best
athletic talent of the college; its spacious gallery hugs the throngs that come to see C. U., the
nation's top hoopmen, and drowns the crowds that cheer intramural contest. With but one equal in
the conference, the field house is a paragon of praise in the timeless worship of the body beautiful.

TRACING THE COURSE of college athletics
for the year is the all-powerful Athletic Council. With a voice in its decisions are: (in order)
Russell E. Bernston, A. N. Sorenson, Wayne
Morgan, E. L. Romney, and G. B. Caine.
Morale of Aggie students is always affected

by the

athletic

set-up.

Though

the

major trial, football, failed miserably, Aggie
athletes and spectators were appeased with
a complete athletic program. From the ballyhooed, commercialized events, football and
basketball, through the lesser stars, track,
tennis, and wrestling, to the quad intramurals
and off-campus skiing upon participation.

prime emphasis is

Pushing the idea that

every person has a place in physical activity,
the

powers of

Romney,

Heaton,

USAC

athletics -

Jensen,

Nelson, Gould,

Burnett,

Young, Swenson-exerted their pressure to
bring every collegian into the wide athletic
program. In the field Aggie representatives
scattered their fire; they came close to several
all-time highs; they reached some all-time lows.

a ~ 0 III ~ 1et e athleti~

men

~

o~ e n
h 0 U~ e
UNIQUE INNOVA liON in intramural competition is the Utag
Open House scheme. Combination of circus, indoor track meet,
and church-party game session,
the event features an evening of
competition am 0 n g in,t ramural
teams in a number of little-publicized events-box hockey, pingpong, tumbling, volley ball, tire
wrestling, pyramid building, darts.
With at least one contest always
in progress, open house fans,
melodrama-fashion, sit on sidelines to cheer for favorites, laugh
at boners, and acclaim victors.
Piling up the biggest aggregate
for fraternities at the event was
Pi Kappa Alpha; Wellsville and
Foresters took honors in the other
leagues. SPE-sponsored Betty Lou
Green became the queen of the
event in balloting and was presented with a sweater, standard
intramural award, by Israel Heaton
-Director of the Open House.
(upper left.)

wom~n~

o~ ~ n

h 0 U~ ~
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PARALLELING the men's open house
event was the dance contest sponsored
by the women's intramural department.
Competition centered around entries
in character, creative, social, tap, and
folk dancing. Held in the fieldhouse,
the affair took on the atmosphere of
a Broadway production as women's
campu:; organizations put on a display
of grace, costuming, and originality.
Kappa Delta, most frequent winner of
past contests, was surpassed by the
Chi 0 dancers who held first in three
of five events . . . At top is the Chi
Omega creative "Deep Purple," most
effectively costumed dance of the
thow; eHectively costumed in another
sense were the KD creators (bottom)
who tied with "Deep Purple" and the
Alpha Chi creation for first in that
division. At center is the winning AXO
social dance; highlight was Peterson's
"discard" of partner.

FROM SMART gym the volleyball tourna.
ment moved to the field house where SAE,
Engineers, and Jordan became champs.
The death struggle of Engineers and Foresters taking a 1·0 championship victory
in water polo; SAE crept upon the Sigs
again with another title he re. The spring
track meet found the Royal White Cross
men beating out Education by a narrow
margin.

(ABOVE): Ag Club's winning touch football team.
(BELOW): Noonday intramural wrestling starts under the
watchful eye of J. T. Abbott.
(UPPER RIGHT): Fraternity league basketball intramurals
features wins by Sigma Chi over PiKA.
(LOWER RIGHT): Clown Con Bertin, student intramural
director, does reverting tactics.

STEPPING INTO Coach "Hy" Hunsaker's intramural directorship, Israel Heaton, aided by Student Director Con Bertin,
produced an intramural program which ranked with the best
on the record ... Pushed off with touch football in which Ag
Club, Sigma and Wellsville copped honors, the 'murals quickly
took in A and B basketball runoffs. Sigs took both; Ag and
Engineers shared B and A respectively; Castle Valley breezed
through for the clubs. On the mat the Sig wrestlers again
made the grade while Foresters came through with their first
win of the year. Open house found PKA, Foresters, and Wellsville emerging triumphant; SPE got the queen. Foresters began
to lengthen their stride with a win in swimming; Sigs again
blue-ribboned; Castle Valley and Southern Idaho tied for the
club tank awards. Sigma Chi ganged up to walk away in the
Winter Carnival while Foresters again edged the Engineers.

intramural~
SANDWICHED BETWEEN the spring snows, the softball tournament again was top quad attraction and held, along with springcontested tennis, the deciding counters in all but the fraternity
leag ue where Sigma Chi held a substantial margin . . . Honored
at the annual intramural banquet were the managers of the participating organizations. Deserving the honors, these managers
took difficult jobs when they agreed to have teams in the fieldon time.

Their effort insured the success of the program.

FOR UNATTACHED hopefuls the
all-campus tournaments offered competition. These events found many
free-lance participants piling up enviable records.

(ABOVE): Spring softball packed the
quad.

(LEFT TOP): Winning Sig basketball
team , spring.

(LEFT): Fraternity water-polo champs
-SAE.

At the Intramural Track Meet.

Women warred on the quad.

IntramuraliH~ too, th~ women
SMALLER, BUT WITH no less enthusiasm, is the
intramural program for women students. Directed
by Margaret "Joe" Goold and student Ruth Andrus,
the program provides competition in team sports-

COMMITTEE ON Womens' Intramurals: Ruth Andrus,

as softball and tenniquoits-as well as individual

Ella Adamson, Margaret Goold, Dorothy Tervort, Harriet

events-as crocquet and tennis. The quad after five

Parks, Joyce Welker, Jean Christensen.

becomes the scene for many of these contests (particularly enjoyed by the service men); it is here that
the "Big Three"-Darts, Aggiettes, and Speedsters
-outdistance the affiliate entries with apparent
ease ... Like the male intra muralists, the gals have
an award banquet at the Bluebird where manager
sweaters and individual awards are given.

Well-

organized and hotly-contested throughout, the program provides just the right relaxation and exercise
for the busy college woman.

•
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INCONSISTENT WITH THE success of the '41 Stanford
Indian T-formation was Utah State's first season with this
deceptive method of play. In fact, the 1941 Aggie football season was a loss from almost every angle in which
figures were the deciding factors.

Nosediving to the

first complete whitewash in Aggie history, USAC footbailers felt the sting of criticism from almost every quarter.
However, a certain loyalty in the studentbody, the strongest fans, put other considerations besides the scores, the
averages, the totals foremost in analyzing the season.

FIRST

CONSIDERATION,

THE

COACH.

"Smiling Dick" Romney, in his twenty-second
year of football coaching at Utah State, in
spite of the season offered

no excuses.

Rather, determined to stage a USAC come·
back, Romney began laying plans for the 1942
campaign. Players whom he coached had the
greatest admiration for him; his influence
from his new post of USAC Athletic Director
had profound effect upon the college athletic
program.

Bearing without wincing or even

cracking his famous smile, Dick Romney went
about the business of building the strongest
possible 1942 football team. The censorious
studentbody admired this in the man.
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ENDING HIS participant's career in college was
Captain Marvin "Dingle" Bell. Injured for a large part
of the season, Bell came back to play brilliant football ,
to remain the campus idol.

CAPTAIN MARVIN BELL

MEL MANNING

CHRIS AXELGARD

RALPH MAUGHAN

JACK MOORE

FURTHER SUBDUING criticism of the no-win season was a common respect for the
players.

Working together these Aggiemen had given their all in every game.

Anxious to bring victory home they had sacrificed pleasures, drilled brutally, played
desperately. Ever razzed about their defeats, ever begged for victories-the strain was
terrific. Not insufficient was their effort, but superb.
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~e~ onn ~on~lneration - the ~la~er~
(BACK): Coach E. L. Romney, Sam Merrill, John Putnick, Glen Sorensen, Frank Yose, Jean Andrews, Dick Griffin , Manager
Jack Anderson, Trainer George Nelson. (Third Row): Assistant Coach Deb Young , Joe Ingersoll, Mel Wood, Dale James,
Don Dolquist, Acquilla Allen, Gail Duncan, Nephi Schwab, Ralph Maughan.

(Second Row): Fred Allen, Burton Silcock,

Bill Batt, Ca ptain Marvin Bell, Jim Paulos, Jack Moore, Chrii Axelgard, Bob Choate, Guy Pace, Dee Whitesides. (Front
Row): Melvin Manning, Charles Hutchinsen, Hue Jewkes, Ferrin Sondregger, Jack Gilbert, Dick Howard, James Martin,
Dave Clark, Burns Crookston, Mascot "Deck."
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leavin~ the lineu~
LOSING-LOYALTY of Aggie rooters was heightened by the
crop of graduating Seniors who were seeing their last struggles
on the college field . Many stars of a brighter day in USAC football history were in their midst. Mel Manning, Big County gridder,
though injured during the season, bowed from a bright career
on the college sport scene. Manning was a red-hot T formation
back being tricky and fast on his feet. Reliable Sam Merrill, in
graduating took one of the most consistently-good performers
from the Aggie line. Chris Axelgard, husky end, left the Romney
camp after three years with the Aggie team. Dave Clark, reliable
reserve, was another who left the Aggies for the final time.

Aggie ball-packers hit tough going, but churn on.

JOHN PUTNIC

DAVE CLARK

JACK GILBERT

DICK HOWARD
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AFTER THE SHOCK of the goose-egg in the Utags win column
and the feeling of loneliness that comes from their place at the
foot of the standings has passed, a closer examination of the
record of the 1942 football season at Utah State reveals that
defeat was not always inevitable. In the season's opener against
Paul McClung's mates, the Golden Buffaloes of Colorado, the
home boys worked up the dope-upsetting score, 13-7. With a
pass interception in the closing minutes of the fay on the threeyard line by the Buff's Texa Reilly breaking up a 68-yard drive
that promised the tying counters, Aggies felt that some "fate"
had a hand in picking the victor. Heartened by their showing
against C. U., the Aggie gridsters went into the practice Idaho U.
game with high hopes-hopes that were dashed by the heavier
Bengal squad to the tune of 16-0. The Shaunassey T, though
looking smooth at times, seemed ineffectual when Utags neared

DAIL JAMES
DEAN ANDREW
BURTON SILCOCK

AGGIE DRAGNET closes on D. U. sprinter.
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IN THEIR SECOND league encounter, the homecoming
fiasco with Colorado State, the Aggies had sure victory ln
their grasp but for the Coloag's last minute one-man-gangLewis Dent. When the opening whistle's echo had barely
finished reverberating in the Aggie bowl, Freddie Allen,
flashy Aggie back, broke away for a 78-yard jaunt worth
six points. This margin seemed large enough as Aggies clamored several times close to scoring territory; aforementioned
Mr. Dent then came alive in the final canto and with a firecracker team around him quickly pushed over seven points,
broke up another Aggie drive via the interception route ...
Brigham Young University next took full and decisive measure
of the Utags, 28-0. Clicking in every particular, were the
Brigham boys as they piled up yardage and score over the
sluggish, seemingly dazed Aggie team and left Logan fans
in the darkest of depths.

DELAYING action from the fore.

JIM PAULOS
MEL WOOD
BURNS CROOKSTON

uta~~ ~lum~;

then r e~ 0ver

THE HAPLESS AGGIES in their last home game of the season again bowed in defeat, this
time to Denver U. The ballyhooed "Battle of the T's" proved to be a washout as Duncan, Aggie
find for the fullback post, followed earlier-in-the-season injuries Bell, Manning, and Twitchell out
of action. Duncan's departure from the game seemed to drain the last spark from the Aggies;
it was Denver all the way ... "Insult to injury" came in the Wyoming game. Wyoming, doped
as the stalest grid-gallopers in the conference, snarled or bluffed their way to a 6-6 tie with the
Farmers . . . The turkey-day game was quite a different story. With their pre-game stock
about as far under the Redskins' as the barometers would register,

the Utags shocked the

Capital City hilltoppers and thrilled their own followers with an amazing 33-21 score. Racking up their best score of the year, the season's best conference pass offensive and the
smoother functioning T of the two, Aggie players took credit for a startling comeback.

GAIL DUNCAN

AQUILLA ALLEN

GUY PACE

BILL BAn

JAMES MARTIN

FRANK YOSE

UTAH AGGIES intercept; everyone in air about it.

AFTER THE U GAME, with no bowl offers particularly imminent,
Aggie gridders checked in their suits and turned their attention
either to classes or the other athletic fields ... Aggie fans, though
disappointed on the whole in the season, still were able to speak
of the campaign in other than superlative derogatives. They
were satisfied somewhat with Romney's tight-lipped swing toward
'42 prospects; they liked the spirit which players always tried for;
they were appeased with minor titles of "Highest scorers-on
Utah" and "Best pass-offensive for a single game" ... The great
mass of Utag Saturday's children left the stands with a hazy
notion of waiting until the 1942 team was trotted out. Maybe
then they would have something to rouse their not-so-noble
cheering to a real thunder.

in
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thank~~ivin~

finale

GOOD AT OFFENSIVE scoring, but better
as defensive men under opponents' baskets,
were regular guards Keith Trane (captain)
and Melvin (Red) Briggs, both shown here
as they anticipate a couple more points
for the blue and white team.

Reserve

center Bill Durrant points his eyes toward
the ceiling as he prepares to go up after
a "jump ball," while regular center Verne
Hoffman delicately and accurately handles
the ball from a difficult pivot position.
Hoffman, a sophomore in Big-Seven competition, was rated among the conference'!;
best by many sports experts.

KEITH TRANE

MELVIN BRIGGS

BILL DURRANT

VERNE HOFFMAN

~~ortin~

a new

~oa~h

TAKING OVER UTAH STATE basketball reins but three
weeks before regular conference play began, Coach R. W.
(Bob) Burnett transformed a green Aggie quintet into a
vivid entry in the Big-Seven cage scene. Changing in
three days from Stanford University freshman coach to
head varsity hoop mentor of Utah State, Burnett replaced
H. B. (Bebe) Lee who was called into active service with
the United States Navy. The personable Lee had served
three months after taking over duties held twenty-three
years by E. L. (Dick) Romney, now director of USAC
COACH BOB BURNETT

athletics. Coach Burnett, likeable, laughable, heady,
gained respect of fans and players alike as he sent victoryseeking teams onto the floor against squads of what
was this year one of the nation's toughest conferences.
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GRANT CULLIMORE and Evan Baugh, regular
forwards on the 1942 Aggie quintet, carried a
large part of the Farmers' scoring load in the
Big-Seven campaign. Both measuring less than
six feet, Cullimore and Baugh were speedy, did
a lot of deceptive, accurate shooting for the
Utags. Backing up the two scooters at the forward posts were the squad's tallest men, Glen
Maughan and Orrin Curtis.

Well drilled in

screening and ball retrieving, the two 6 ft. 4 inch
men were sent into the game when height was
sorely needed under both baskets.

EVAN BAUGH
GLEN N MAUGHAN

utah

ORRIN CURTIS

~tat~ ~la~~u na~k~nall

Y CORKS the leaping Baugh.

BRIGGS cramped in action.

WYOMING'S swan song.

•
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THREE SOPHOMORE hoopsters who did their share of playing in waning minutes of Aggie
games were Bill Sharp, Roger Taylor, and Dick Griffin. Sharp, left-handed, little, red-headed
awed fans with his accurate shooting and speed when he was in the ball game. Taylor, as sure
as the surest at making free-tosses, was also speedy, also small. Griffin, who began the season
late because of an overlapping football season developed rapidly into one of Coach Burnett's
most

BILL SHARP

trusted,

steady,

reserves.

Griffin

ROGER TAYLOR

played at either forward or guard positions.

DICK GRIFFIN

UTAH FINESSE fails to click.

(BACK ROW): G. Maughan, B. Durrant, O. Curtis. (Middle RJw): Mgr. B. Corey, R. Taylor, Q. Allen, B. Sharp, T. Roberts,
D. Griffin. (Front Row): R. Maughan, E. Baugh, K. Trane, M. Briggs, V. Hoffman, G. Cullimore, Coach B. Burnett.
C. Peterson, Mascot.

RATED AS POTENTIAL cellar-dwellers at the start of the season, the Aggies were soon recognized
as a smooth working squad, ended the campaign in fifth place with nine losses, three wins. Twice
the Aggies dropped Colorado State, and once they defeated Denver university while losing contests to Colorado, Utah, Brigham Young, and Wyoming . . . Ralph Maughan, Tom Roberts, and
Aquilla Allen were three more reserves who showed plenty of promise during the conference season.
Maughan, a sophomore, played in nearly every game during the season, started the final contest
against the conference champion Colorado Buffaloes. Replacing Mel Briggs, who was ill the last
week, Maughan did some brilliant playing as the underdog Aggies battled the Buffs right down to
the final gun.
RALPH MAUGHAN

AQUILLA ALLEN

TOM ROBERTS

[BACK ROW): Coach Marvin Bell, Kenneth Lindsey, Bill Holmestead, Sergio Alvarez, Tony Sutich, Udell Wankier.
(Second Row): Dave McMullin, Owen Burnham, Kenneth Farrell, Ben Slack. Melvin Thalman. (Third Row): Evan
Sorenson, Marion Davis, Max Franson, Ted Crawford.

rre~hman

~a~ket~all

UT AG FRESHMAN talent in the casaba art was noticeably lacking this year as a scant
trio of fellows showed up well enough to even make a bid for a berth on the '43 squad.
Though they didn't exhibit a preponderancee of basketball skill, Frosh did supply a little
practice work for Coach Bob Burnett's varsity men. Holding regular workouts under
the tutelage of Marv "Dingle" Bell, the greenlings were able to muster among themselves several interesting contests over the year.

Nevertheless, it is with raised eye-

brows that Coach Burnett hopes that some of the fellows may find their stride in
time to provide him with reserve material for the coming basketball campaign.
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SHARPLY CONTRASTING with the Frosh basketball talent was the year's crop of Frosh football
hopefuls. Under Coach Charlie Clark's watchful eye in the Fall, the Freshman gridmen were
termed the best group of greenlings to ever dig a spike in the stadium green. Showing up in
both fall and spring drills were such boys as Frank (Bus) Williams,

George Nelson, William

(Georgia) Russell, Evan Sorensen, Tony Sutich, and Sergio Alvarez-all backs who showed in
their midst both the size and speed to bolster a T-formation. Promising linemen were Dick
(Blimp) Folkerson, Merrill Crosby, and Gib Madsen. Contributing more than a little hope for
the '42 Aggie gridiron cause, these men promise to push many of the regulars to the limit
for starting positions. Ability of the boys showed clearly as they put up lively scraps with the
varsity in the fall-emerging once as victors. Romney looks to the material in the Frosh squad
to put Utah State back in the circles of championship teams.

(BAC K ROW): Bill Holmestead, Earl
Douglas Long, Stanley Jones. (Third
Bill Russell, Evan Sorenson, Thad Yost,
Tibbits, Sergio Alvarez, Ken Farrell,

James, Tony Sutich, Merrill Crosby, Walker McAllister, George Nelson,
Row): Bob Bosch, Grant Ash, Lyngby Stoker, Jack Hendricks, Jack Larsen,
Coach Charlie Clark. (Second Row): Merlyn Jones, Wade Munden, Dick
Louis Klekas, Cecil Cherry. (First Row): Ralph Clark, Dick Folkerson,
Art Gottfredson, Gibb Madsen.

BURNS CROOKSTON

GRANT CULLIMORE

RALPH MAUGHAN

ROGER TAYLOR

CAPTAIN DALE NELSON
CHRIS LESTON

SMALL, CONSISTENTLY-FIGHTING, hard-working Aggie thinclads
were rated dangerous in Big Seven track participation. Pulling many
points into Utag column by sheer drive, these Aggie athletes had best
success of major athletic entrees. Handsome Captain Dale Nelson paced
the middle-distances, Sophomore flash Burns Crookston cleared high
and low hurdle barriers, and all-round Grant Cullimore broadjumped to
contribute the valuable counters to the Aggie cause. Not too consistent in performance, Chris Leston tagged the super six foot levels
often enough to place first in several meets. Weightman Ralph Maughan,
another of the famous Wellsville clan, was a major Aggie point-man as
he tallied repeatedly in every meet. Speedy Rog Taylor frequently
breezed through the dashes in near-record time. Gordon Porter, politician-manager, held heads, rubbed tired muscles, and tracked stray
equipment faithfully during the year.

in the
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FOLLOWERS OF CINDER sports were heartened when the Aggie crew made its '42 debut against
Utah U. New Coach Deb Young placed his men ;n the various events to take advantage of every
break, and the Farmers came out on the lean end of a 71-69 score, upsetting heavy pre-meet odds
on Utah. Second competition with B.Y.U. found them strong, taking the meet by a considerable
margin. At the '42 State meet, Utah nosed out the powerful Aggie and B.Y.U. duo with a 51 V2 to
46% score, with the College Hill serving notice that track is definitely in.

(STANDING): Coach Young, Bell, Ingersoll, R. Maughan, G. Maughan, Twitchell,
White, Havens, Johnson, Liston, Trainer Nelson, Porter. (Kneeling): Scartezina, Clark,
Taylor, Cullimore, Sharp, Davis, Crookston, Nelson.

LOCKER-ROOM chatter was not slow in giving credit
for the excellent season to newcomer Coach Deb
Young. Long a bright light in Utah prep circles, Deb
came to Utah State, took hold of a not-too-experienced group to produce potentially the strongest
cinder squad in the state. Admired and liked by
every athlete in his influence, Deb in one year cut for
himself a comfortable niche in the Aggie Hall of Fame.

thin~lau~

rat ~

LEAN Glenn Maughan cleared the high-jump bar

DISTANCE-RUNNER Winston Havens was a

with enough agility to rate him high in Aggie

threatening figure in every race he entered;

camp and abroad. Sophomore Joe Ingersoll, ver-

longer distancer Alton Davis kept best two-mile

satile athlete, hurled the discus for Aggie count-

record in the state. Sophomore Chuck Goodwin,

ers while Senior Ned Clyde wound up his collegi-

husky runner, drove hard to push the best tape-

ate track career by stepping over hurdles.

breakers in the conference.

ALTON DAVIS

GLENN MAUGHAN

CHUCK GOODWIN

JOE INGERSOLL

NED CLYDE
WINSTON HAVENS
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LEADING OFF the track season was the Intramural Track Meet in which varsity cindermen circled
th e track in "test runs." The IOO-yard dash d rew most enthusiasm from fans as three runners hit
th e tape almost simultaneously. (Upper photo.) Breaking the tape are Rog Taylor, Chuck Goodwin, and
Grant Cullimore. The last received credit for the win that had the crowd shreiking with excitement .
Below, Crookston, star Utag hurdler, holds a two step advantage over Williams and Clyde at the
fou rth barrier. The meet, besides conditioning tracksters, served to give Coach Deb Young a peak
at his charges under fire.

r 0r

whom th~

toll ~ ~

COACH GOODWIN tapes the hands of a boxer.

"MENACING" Con Bertin in conference competition.

(BACK): J. Duncan, D. Blanchard , B. Cuff, L. Stoker,
F. Williams, T. Sutich, K. Taylor. (Front): J. O'Toole,
V. Evans, C. Jacobs, C. James, C. Goodwin , L. Ellison.

WRESTLING CAPTAIN Dale Miller works on BYU oppo.
nent. Work produced a fall in first period for Miller.

BOXING INTEREST on the campus was revived with much accompanying color during the winter sea·
son under the direction of Chuck Goodwin, talented Farmer leather tosser who acted as coach of
the Utah Aggie squad. Goodwin took a six-man squad into Idaho for meets against University of
Idaho's tough Bengal crew and U. of I., Southern Branch, besides entering a team of ten in the
Intermountain AAU. Tournament at Salt Lake ..• Individual honors in the A.AU. joust were taken by
Lyngly Stoker, light heavyweight, and Frank (Bus) Williams, heavyweight. Stoker punched his way to
the Junior Division title in his weight, as Williams won the senior heavyweight bunting without landing a blow after taking the junior heavyweight diadem a year ago. Goodwin lost to Harold Jardine,
the standout of the tournament, in the championship round of the senior 147-pound division. He
was the winner of the junior welterweight gonfalon a year ago.
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(BACK): Coach George Nelson , Evan Memmott, G len Jackson, Winston Havens, Tom Pozarnski, Co n
Bertin. (Front): Edward Rice, Drew Grandy, Ca prain Gerald Palmer, Dale Maughan, LaMar Mackay

noxin~ a n ~ wre~tlin~
AFTE R TUCKING AWAY their sixth consecutive state collegiate wrestling championship, Coach George Nelson's Utah Aggie
matmen dropped the Western Division crown they held a year
ago t o Brigham Young University's grapplers. The Wayne
Soffe-coached Cougars chalked up 32 points to cop the bunting an d nose out the Farmers by four counters. Coach Karl
Schleckman's University of Utah squad wound up in third place
with 24 points ... The Farmers opened the season at Salt Lake
by bowling over the Redskin matmen 24-6, then sewed up the
Utah c ollegiate crown the following week at Logan with an
easy 21 -9 win over B.Y.U . ... Co-captain Gerald Palmer, classy
/28- pounder, and Tom Pozarnski, rugged I 75-pounder, took individu al weight championships for the Farmers in the divisional
meet, gaining fall victories in their final matches. The Ags
could have tied the 'Y" men for top honors had one of severdl
close decisions gone their way ... Drue Grandy, /943 captainelect, was forced to layout of the divisional affair after turning
in some impressive performances against both the Utes and
Couga rs. Edward Rice, pinch-hitting for Grandy, came through
with a second in the season's finale, however, to aid the Aggie
cause. Other seconds were taken by Dale Maughan, 136pounder, who lost a heartbreaker to Utah's Reed Irvine, LaMar
Mackay, last year's 136-pound champ competing in the 145pound division , and Conrad Bertin, heavyweight.

CO-CAPTAIN Gerald Palmer receives congratulations from Coach Doc Nelson ; Palmer
holds 128-pound title.

nratt
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SUFFERING THE HARDEST blow of Aggie athletics due to war priorities was the swimming
team. First loss came when Captain Sid Glockner, ace California backstroke artist, was called
into the Naval Air Corps.

Duane Henderson,

tank veteran , followed Glockner's lead-into the

ARMY calls leave swimmers in deep water.

U. S. service via the USAC swimming team
captain's post. Perry Leavitt repeated the process again and was followed by Gene French,
another Californian, in the routine. Even Coach
Bern Fernelius felt the urge and followed suit.
AFTER LOSING a whole team of captains
alone, little could be expected of Aggie
sWImmers. Nevertheless, the water athlete.
were able to place in several meets high
enough to rate double digit scores. In dual
meets against the U of U and Weber College they fared thus. Still starring in their
ranks were Wayne Christensen, endurance
swimmer, all-around Melly Wood, and Cliff
Stocks, backstroke.

AGGIE breastroker against W e ber J.C.

S ME D : ~: G , "/o::>:J,

Fr: nch, Coa ch Fc rn : lius.

' ~l tenni~ o.
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DESPITE THE FEAR of a priority on tennis balls,
the Aggie racket-wielders came through this
year with a slightly-better-than-usual season, battling it out with BYU for second place in the
state. Though the spring weather made workouts irregular, Aggie netters did exhibit some
good tennis at times. They suffered two depressing defeats at the hands of the Utes, but showed
up well against the Y. With only two men, Captain Baugh and Maughan, leaving via graduation
and youthful Dale Lewis, number one singles

CAPTAIN Evan Baugh

player, returning, Coach Perce Smith looks forward to a high position in state ranking next year.

(BACK ROW): Manager Eldon Lockhart, Keith Trane, Clinto1 Nelson, Glenn Maughan, Dale Lewis, Ed Budge, Coach Perce
Smith. (Kneeling): Dale Maughan, Captain Evan Baugh, Mac Maeser.

OUTSTANDING ENOUGH to deserve
special placement was the foresterengineer feud, traditional battle of
wits, brawn, ingenuity. Foresters and
Engineer's rightfully acclaimed themselves as sponsors of the biggest fuss
on the campus. Hostilities opened with
continuous slam-throwing between the
two clubs, which lasted until Forestry
Week. Here Engineers showed superiority in flag-rush technique of massacre, kidnapped Forester leaders, while
Foresters flaunted sacred figures (page
64)

produced successful assemblies,

dance and celebration. Engineers' week
found the tripodsmen losing quiz contest but overpowering Bunyan's boys in
a boxing contest. Not nitwits, though,
the engineer and forester groups buried
the hatchet long enough to install S. B.
prexy. For a show of spirit, fun, and
friendly competition, the whole campus took "hats off" to Engineer and
Forester Clubs.

(ABOVE): Slightly denuded Engineers are shown exiting from
a plans meeting of Forester.

(LEFT):

Engineers

confidently

anticipate "tangle with foggy
foresters." Confidence justified.

llla n~

FOR ALMOST every interest-political, scientific, or pleasure-there is
some campus organization to provide
unity for all similarly interested. These
organizations,

broadly

classified

as

Clubs and Honoraries, take members
by invitation, by application, or by
storm. Their activities range from dancing to religious fellowship, from hogjudging to sewing, from partying to
lecturing. Almost every personality on
the campus finds one or more of these
organizations fitted to his means and
interest.

Powerful politically, financi-

ally, and influentially, these societies
are vertebrae of USAC organization.

(TO P): International Relations Club heard famed lecturer.

(CENTER): Dames club, campus married women, honor
their hubbies at a Victory banquet.

(RIG HT): Sigma Xi, national research honorary, was installed on the campus with a completely regaled academic
parade.

n~l u ~lun or honorar~ memner~hi~
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SPURS ARE THE SISTER contemporaries of IK's and perform their duties with the same lust for efficiency. They are proud of their white sweaters and skirts and not egotistically maintain that their
uniforms are practical and pretty. On the service side, the Spurs help with ushering, sell candy
and cider on hot fall football days, and usher during little theater plays ... They also hold meetings
regularly, sing songs, go on parties, hold a spring formal, wish for a convention, initiate new members,
bargain for a Spur office, and claim that they have a hard time getting gold to make ends meet.

(TOP ROW): Marjorie Bateman, Verna Myers, Peggy Keller, Gloria Harris, Roma Jean Thurston, Ruth Swenson,
Winifred Amacher, Phyllis Cullimore, June Rint. (Second Row): Joy Evans, Lucille Roylance, Elaine Stringham,
Cloma Hammond, Betty Ann Eldredge, Marion West, Margaret Ann Wilson. (Third Row): Elsie Embry, Afton
Anderson, Maxine Jenkins, Corrine Smith, Elizabeth Call, Lois Britzell, Jean Crawford, Anna Theurer, Ursula Domino.
(Fourth Row): Jean Funk, Jean Olsen, Maude Mathews, Betty Jane Hendricks, Grace Minson, Barbara Fitzgerald,
Unita Woodland.

POCOCK relaxes long enough for
National Defense shoe shine.

MEL ISRAELSEN, Duke Russell Stoker,
Dale Fisher, Reed Budge, Clinton Nelson

inter~olle~iaH
kni~ht~
CHARACTERIZED by white sweaters
that generally need cleaning, the IK':;
bear a big part of the campus service
load, go to conventions, and boast of
an undefeated basketball team. With
service and loyalty as their motto they
usher and sell programs at the football
games, entertain with the Spurs during
the half in basketball season, jostle
campus crowds off the track in the
spring, and hold a rowdy meeting every
Wednesday night.

(TOP ROW): D. Bagley, J. Plowman, K. Howard, H. Blazer, L. Seeholtzer, J. Fitzgerald,
C. Bello, T. Hymus. (Second Row): N. Ormand,
L. Stoker, C. Jacobs, O. Burnham, B. Cuff,
G. Madsen, B. Barron. (Third Row): J. Hamilton, G. Huffaker, N. Sonne, B. Nelson, R.
Lutz, D. Egbert, B. Hodgsen. (Fourth Row):
L. Bingham, D. Bowen, B. Caseman, P. Sharp,
L. Wilson, L. Livingston.
(FIRST ROW): C. Nelson, D. Bernstein, M.
Israelsen, R. Budge, D. R. Stoker. (Second
Row): D. Fisher, B. Harris, B. Albertson, H.
Barlow, S. Bishop, W. Wilson. (Third Row):
L. Larson, J. Anderson, E. Gubler, J. Carnessera, G. Smth, P. Bliss.

TOP, SENIOR FORESTERS-(Back): W. Larsen, F. Imhoff, J. Hall, J. Killough, T. Pozernski, D. Rogers. (Middle): E. Stevens, B. Matthews, R. Bushe, F. Zink, President
W. Stevens. (Front): B. Rouse, R. Hampton, L. Cuskelly, J. Norris, K. Hampton.

lore~ter~--nun~an neliever~
TREE WORSHIPPERS are the wild and wooly foresters who hail
from every state in the U. S. and draw their largest enrollment
from east of the Mississippi. They claim the northwest corner of
college hill as home and wear plaid shirts faithfully. They flaunted
their supremacy with telegrams from famous personages (other
than Imhoff), sprayed Old Main with pine cologne, and bedecked
her with everything but mistletoe. They got panicky when Typical
O'Toole and Bronco-bred

Bennion were abducted,

but they

rallied to put out Student Life and present a successful log-rolling
at the armory.

OFFICERS Stevens, Hampton,
and Matthews.

TRADITIONAL FORESTER fighters, the engIneers brag about their current victories over the
foresters and in politics.

Renown kidnappers,

they "stole" the forester's queen in spite of the
guards, won the boxing, claimed the flag rush
victory and even wore the foresters' beloved
plaid shirts. As a rule they work hard, leave surveying stakes all over the quad, hold an annual
banquet, sponsor the Engineers Week, edit Student Life, sponsor a dance and assembly and
specialize in r:naking life as miserable as possible
for the foresters. They admit that they use caveman tactics to get campus recognition, make
outside friends for future jobs, and generally
study hard enough to pass.
PRESIDENT Ray Hugie, Willard K. Maughn,
Dick Lattin, Charles Kelley.

t
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(BACK ROW): Barbara Ann Preston, Marna Peterson, Bernice Holiquist, Carol Peterson, Marjorie Tanner, Beth Stock, Mary Virginia Briggs, Dona Kingston, Eva
Christensen. (Middle Row): Marian Sander, Mary Lou Cameron, Mary Costley,
Marion Wilson, Frances Kurtz, Mary Catherine Christensen. (Front Row): Dona Olsen,
Betty Jensen, Jean Fornelius, Jucy Rice, Jean Moss.

~hratere~

a WOIllan'~ W0r1~

AT PHRATERES meeting the unaffil has fun
with the greek and a coed learns the meaning
of collegiate democracy. No doors are barred,
no blackballs-an application, a handshake, a
pledge ribbon and you're in. To some it serves
as sorority, to others activity, but to all pleasure.

Never-a-dull-moment-girls,

Phraterians

always have an iron in the fire and a date on
the social calendar.

WANDA HAlLY, Marian Sanders, Mary
Costly, Mary Katherine Christensen, Lucy
Rice. (Seated): President Francis Kurtz.
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WELDED INTO ONE organization are both the girls who take Home Ec with matrimonial intent and
those with eyes on a career. At their bi-monthly meetings they eat, hear lectures pertinent to Home
Econ. Sprees with the Ag Club are not the least of their inroads against the masculine world, though
the greatest is certainly their marked culinary talent.

(BACK): L. Little, C. Croft, F. Johnson, M. Berry, V. Murdock, B. Randall,
M. Randall, H. Parks. (Second Row): M. Madsen, D. Gold, B. Weeks, R.
Richardsen, W. Winn, H. Chadwick, M. Anderson, L. Wadley, L. Sullivan.
(Third Row): V. Pace, R. Hyer, J. <?Isen, E. Adams, R. Richards, K. H. Lacy.
(Fourth Row): V. Huff, M. Wilson, V. Olsen, L. Holyock, H. Parks.

(BOTTOM ROW): Violet Olsen, Senior
President; Ruby Richards, Beulah Wather.
(Back Row): Wanda Winn, Leah Wadley,
Junior President; Rosalie Wolf.

WACK ROW): D. Van Dam, D. Hughes, M. Heaton, F. Crawford, M. Sweeney,
R· Crane, P. Gardner, F. Allred, M. Robinson, L. Hunter, B. Gancheff, M.
Dou;d y. (Second Row): L. Downs, R. M. Jensen, V. Winn, N. Ballard, G. Funk,
T· . allard, L. Pixton, J. Young, R. Wolf, V. V. Nelson, H. Wadsworth.
~ h'Ad Row): M. Hammond, E. Fishburn, R. Armstrong, O. Pugmire, J. Adney,
. dney, B. Holtquist, D. Watterson. (Fourth Row): B. J. Stone, I. Lee,
M. Cutler, V. Lee, C. Klengler, M. Costley.
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WITH THE ADDITION of a newall-girl chapter
during the year, Lambda Delta Sigma increased
its membership to exceed three hundred, comprising the largest single organization on the
campus. Claiming the most complete cross-section of Aggie students, LOS has a diverse membership, not restricted to Latter-day Saints-as
commonly believed-and not composed of a
large majority of missionaries ... The Utah State
Lambda Delta Sigma is but one branch of a
national organization. Under the leadership of
kindly, well-liked Dr. Hunter, the executive committee outlined a social calendar complete in
every respect. Brightest spots of the social year
were the Christmas, Spring, and Sweetheart
Balls. At the Sweetheart affair, Joyce Welker,
German-speaking southern Utahn, was presented
with the crown of the Sweetheart of LOS and
honored with the locally-composed sweetheart
song . . . Informal parties and "hob-nobs" of
every sort are the standard rule. Of course,
centering this whirl of social activity is the LOS
Institute. With accommodations for chatter,
recreation, rendezvous, or meditation, the Institute offers the members of Lambda Delta Sigma
the ideal location for their varied activity.

lamD~ a

(BACK): Doris Passey, Kenneth Proctor,
Katheri ne Rasmussen, President Joyce
Welker,

Dr.

Hunter,

President

Ray

Canning, Lucille Campbell, Dean Eyre.
(Front): Ruby Hartvigsen, Eloise Pugsley,
George Armstrong, Maurine Cook,
Barbara Cardon.

~ e 1t a
ALTHOUGH THE SEVEN distinct chapters of
the local Lambda Delta Sigma branch hold some
athletic competition , LDS as a body participates
in t he regular intra mural program of the colleg e .
The 1941-42 cam paign seemed rather hopeless
for male members as they failed to come throug h
in a single event. Quite a different story was
that of the feminine participation, however;
wome n of LDS made a strong bid in the Dance
Contest, the Snow Carnival, and other intramural activities .. . Members of LDS enjoy what
is perhaps the best-rounded aim of the college
organizations.

(BACK ROW): Grace Anderson, Harriet Parks, Helen Hovey, Cora Thorrell , Jane Peck,
Ruth Pederson, Ineda Hickman, Anna Leigh, June Coop, Marjorie Hansen, Charlotte
Henriod, Marjorie Paulson, Ruth Smith. (Second Row) : Elaine Nelson, Margaret
Erickson, Adrus Hansen, Betty Pedersen , Annabelle Smith, Marion Wilcox, Florence
Crane, Jean Rowe, Jean Christensen. (First Row): Betty Lou Balch, Gwenn Hunsaker,
Karma Hill Lacey, Francis Johnson, Doris Okelberry, Carol Wennergren Clay,
Phyllis Stoddard.

em~~rean

Ilterar~ tonhhearer~
PRESIDENT Annabelle Smith,
Betty Pederson.

THESE WOMEN of literary bearing boast the leading
campus writers and readers as fellow-members of Empyrean. Student-Lifers, students of Lit, amateur critics, they
sponsor a poetry contest for the Scribble, campus quarterly-turned-annual. Meeting monthly for lectures, book
reviews, and usual feminine chatter, they adore" different"
food, spicy plays, most books, M. Q. Rice, and Marion
Nielson. Attempting to keep a living interest in literary
works, they at least attain this goal in their membership.
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AFTER TALKING around the idea for lieveral years, Utah State journalists finally
banded to form their own honorary, the Fourth Estaters.

Men voted to keep out

women and let them have their old Lambda Rho, but kindly Editor B. swung the deal
for the girls. Parties are frequently planned and seldom consummated; the secretary
growls endlessly about no dues being paid.

Members gloat over their membership,

and the stiff entrance requirements, but elect some neophyte journalists to their ranks.
Publisher Bailey tries to maintain parliamentary procedure, as he wields his ink-bottle
gavel, but very few of the members condescend to give up play-by-play comments
on Bailey's movements.

The Estaters managed to glom on to the elite of campus journalists; they control college publications.

SAM BAILEY, Stanley Anderson , Evan Iverson, Beth Wakely, Bryce Roe, Doretta
Salisbury, Gwen Hunsaker, JoBeth Johnson, Ineda Hickman, Lynn Larsen, Margarete
Kropfli, David Bernstein.

PRESIDENT Sam Bailey, Ineda Hickman,
Lane Palmer.
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(BACK ROW): Clyde Richards, Arthur Wallace, Clair Bello, Fred Cornaby, Alan
Thomas, Robert L. Cuff, Kenneth Proctor. (Second Row): Eros Hunsaker, Betty Adney,
Joyce Adney, Miriam Wilson, Helen Wadsorth. (First Row): Afton Reeve, Larene
Toone , Rosalie Wolf, Lillian Hunter.

IDEALISTICALLY AIMING to help former 4-H club members
and leaders get established on the campus, members turn out
to be social lights of the ag and home ec departments. Once
in a while they get back on the original track. They maintain connections with the extension service, boss the show at state conventions. Exhibitors of prize animals and growers of prize
vegetables and grains,

many members are here on Sears-

Roebuck scholarships. They boast champ cow-milkers and bulldoggers, frequently indulge in stock shows, horse shows, claim
they are not to be confused with Future Farmers of America.
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FRED CORNABY, Joyce Adney,
Clyde Richards (President), Marion
Richards , Kenneth Proctor.

t
AIR-MINDED LADS, CAA students work hard
to complete their hours for the end of school,
usually stay on for a couple of weeks to complete training. They are excited over the first
solo, discuss their rockiest landings, wake-up in
the morning and scowl at cloudy skies. The boys
are proud of their "Flying Farmer" bus, anticipate graduation into advanced training, talk
about air-pockets and wind resistance.
ORIN DANCE, Daniel Dennis, Tud Tarbet, President.

PRIMARY students.

SECON DARY students.

01 brl~ham

~elta ~hi

PROUD OF THEIR remodeled,
redecorated, cooperative home,
Delta Phi consists of returned

L. D. S. missionaries who wear
derby hats, Pi Kap ties, and
swing

canes

during

goating.
OFFICERS - Sam Hilton, LeRoy
Adams, Alva Snow, Wallace Wightman, Dean Gardner.

They are all good story tellers,
love to participate in class, and

work up questionable assemblies. Fond of athletic com petition, the boys stand fairly hig h
In

intramural

Many

are

point

colu mns.

cha racterized

by

Texan drawls, going-going-g one
hair lines, and frequent visits to
the Institut e.

(BACK ROW): Don Nielson, Woodrow Anderson, Milton Rasmussen, Dean Gardner,
Dale Young, Lawrence Whitney, Lewellyn Bodrero, Jack Watkins, Elliot Rich.
(Middle Row): Charles Fish, Preston Marchant, John Bailey, Del Beecher, Dale Hutchins,
Alva Snow, Arvil Wadley, Arthur Wallace, Terrance Hatch. (Front Row): Wallace
Wightman , LeRoy Adams, Donald Cox, Mark Zohner, Samuel Hilton, Wynn Fife.
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Ag Club

an~olut~
AG INTERESTS of the college are organized into two clubs: Ag and Ag Econ. These boys are mostly
ex-high school F.F.A. students and 4-H enthusiasts. Purpose of the group is to bind a common interest in agriculture. Their home is the Animal Industry building where they proudly hang out at noon,
carry huge tomes to Feeds and Feeding; sell ice cream, and judge hogs; meetings are held at
noon, when Ag topics are assimilated. They believe in the importance of agriculture in America and
elsewhere. Oh yes; they make cheese.

WAYNE WILSON, Dr. Thomas,
Preside nt Douglas Strong.

AG ECON CLUB-{Back Row): J. Storet, C. Dixon, G. Rich, R. Wangsgaard, Dr. J. F.
Blanche, E. Jensen, Professor D. Broadbent. (Middle Row): E. Hyer, G. Nelson,
G. Armstrong, E. Lamborn, Dr. W. P. Thoman, G. A. Carpenter, W. F. Norton,
H. Barren. (Front Row): J. M. Bailey, D. C. Strong, W. Wilson, R. Magelby,
P. Hueffner, E. Broadbent, P. Poulson, G. Ahnder.

~

ear 1 a k e

BOASTERS OF TWO past student body presidents, Bear Lake
clubbers are easy to get along with, enter enthusiastically into
minor intramurals. Activities include parties each quarter, dancing or just eating events. Members meet twice a month, have
programs, talk about the good old days at Paris, Montpelier
or Fish Haven. They are students of both Utah and Idaho,
claim swimming ability, scoff at tales of "monsters in the lake."
In need of a motive for organization, they claim "effort to keep
Bear Lake people acquainted with each other."

TOP: Melvin Hulme, Mae Jenson,
Lloyd Findlay, Grant Grandy, Warren
Caldwell, Gwen Pugmire.

(BACK ROW): P. Sorenson, J. Pric3, J. Barfuss, M. Berry, K. Cook, D. Parker, F.
Stephens, D. Burgoyne, M. Hulme, M. Wilhelmsen, D. Woffendon, G. Wilkes, L. Arnell,
W. Morgan, L. Rich, M. Loveland. (Second Row): L. Shepherd, M. Jenson, A. Collings,
G. Keech, B. Perkins, B. Stock. Oral Pugmire, M. Stephens, E. Rich. (First Row):
W. Collings, H. Lindsey, L. Findlay, H. Lamborne, A. Bischoff, L. Thompson, F. Bond

BOTTOM: Robert Burgoyne, President; Maxine Burgoyne, Grant Gr~n
dy, Warren C;!ldwell, Gwen Pugmire.

(BACK ROW): Marjorie Hansen, Dorothy Petersen, Ilene Woodbury, Betty Lou Balch,
Joyce Taylor, Marjorie Tanner, Mrs. Myers, Sunny Swenson. (Fro;,t Row): Don L. Jones,
Dick Stevens, Max Wadsworth, Royal Henderson, Warren Caldwell , Dr. Greaves,
Eldon Jacobsen.

t heta alpha phi uraIllati~~
MEM BERS OF Theta Alpha Phi dramatics fraternity consider themselves potential
Barrymores and Cornells. Stage managers and prop boys, they long for opportunities
to flout their thespian ambitions. They are selected on a basis of dramat.ic activity,
even stoop to occasionally ushering at Little Theatre presentations. One party a quarter is the extent of social activity. Their Bible is Burns Mantle, and their schedules are
loaded with speech classes. Adviser is Dr. Chester J. Myers. Now celebrating their
sixteenth year of campus activity, they are national, culturally aspiring, and delight
in dabbing their fingers in make-up.

MEMBERS: Karl T. Homer, Royal
Henderson, Warren Caldwell.

~ommer~e
IN THE MANNER except for fifty cent cigars of their ideal, the Wall-street financier,
the members of Alpha Kappa Psi convene regularly around the banquet table to
satisfy in one meeting both their desire for association with their commerce-major
friends and their abdominal hunger. Annually sponsoring the stock-market contest,
the A. K. Psi boys attempt to pick the be:;t "bull and or bear (not wolf)." They require
a "B" average for membership, meet bi-monthly. With one big party each year they
depart from their control box of the Commerce Library and take in tri-school A. K. Psi
blow-off.

VAN EVANS, Don Mitchell, Norman Jepson, Kay Freeman, Dean Freeman, Roy Scott,
George Armstrong , Wilford Smeding, Glenn Jabbs , Horace Tremmeling, David Hulme.
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DAVID HULME, Kay Freeman, Dean
Freeman, President Roy Scott.

GRANT BHHERS, Ineda Hickman, Elaine Nelson, June Coop, J. T. Abbott.

a1~ ha

fin
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"ALPHA SIGMA NUS"-the twelve apostles of extra-curriculum
who gain membership with varied activity and high average. These
six Senior eds and coeds impress Freshman with their "A.S.N.T.Y.,"
get around a great deal and work even more. As a group they're
too busy to hold many meetings, but their parties are solid enterHA RRIET PARKS, Carmen Croft,
Sam Bailey, Marge Paulson.

tainment. A tufted emblem on their senior jacket shouts, "We're
the cream of the crop-at Utah State we really rate."

MEL MANNING, Harold Steed, Karl T. Homer, President, Sterling Peterson.

ELDON DRAKE, Alvin Warnick, Wilson
Foote, Joseph Quayle.

(BACK ROW): Spencer Daines, Wayne Wilson, Professor Stoddard (Advisor):
John Barton, Homer James, Joy Anderson, Clyde Richards, Jim Huber, Ward Stevens,
James O'Toole, Ray Ral ph (Second Row): Tom Brotherson, Joe Quayle, Wilson Foote,
Alvin Warnick, Eldon Drake, J. T. Abbott, Fred Carnaby, Wendell Pederson.
(First Row): Lee Neilson, John Bailey, Keith Arther, Ralph Chadwick, Albert Mitchell,
Paul Turner, Lynn Barker, Clyde Richards.

out~oor III e n

z eta

UPPERCLASS STUDENTS, Alpha Zeta boys base membership upon departmental scholarship are the inner circle of both Ag and Forestry students. Socially they are noted
for their spring formal. They hold parties with femme pals of the Home Ec Department,
are supposedly outdoor men. They go into ecstasies over anything pertaining to their
activities, are the future food-suppliers of America. Meetings are not too frequent;
membership announcements are wordy and enthusiastic.

Pet hangout is the dairy,

where they lobby and plan crushing spring elections and engineer feuds. For achievement, a scholarship award goes to top sophomore student.
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"FOR WOMEN ONLY" Lambda Rho, journalism society, is heckled by male Student
Lifers who claim there's no place in journalism for women-barring Dorothy Dix.
LR refutes this by exhibiting Scribble Editors and "A's" from Moyle Q. in their midst.
Their programs are rumored stimulating; secretly the gals are bored by Salisbury's con·
versational antics. Their short story contest proved a headache but gathered prestige.
Cider fans, they meet monthly purely for refreshment pleasure.

If you possess a

two point average and stick your nose in the Student Life office quarterly, you have
a good chance to land a bid. Opportunists, they'd all like to be Steve Wilson's,
Loreli, but will probably end up writing obituaries or daily horoscopes.

Jo Beth Johnson, Margaret Ann Wilson, Joyce Adley, Doretta Salisbury,
Unita Woodland , Marion Page, Doris Wallin, Gwen Hunsaker, Ineda Hickman.

Doris Wallin, Ma rge Kropfli, Jo Beth Johnson,
President.
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(BACK ROW): Lane Palmer, Roy Scott, Sterling Peterson, Aaron Amacher, Paul
Thomas, George Lacey, Ralph Richards, Wayne Morgan, Ned Clyde: (Front Row):
Ha rold Steed, Clyde Tarbet, J. J. Theurer, Eldon Jacobsen, Professor W. D. Porter,
Merrill Daines, Sid Pridey. Absent, Grant Bethers, Major B. B. Blair.

nlu~ k~~

afiol~~~~nt kiwa ni~

REPUTED to be the campus big-wigs
and brain-trusters, the Blue Keys sponsor monthly formal dinners, moan about
library lights, and give an award to the
outstanding freshman.

In their ranks

they claim class officers, genii filled
with ambition, and numerous Pi Kaps.
Members are chosen from juniors and
seniors on the basis of campus activity,
grade point-average and personality.
Their life is filled with academic worries, formal dances, good grades, campus projects, arguments about penny
J. T. ABBOTT, Major B. B. Blair, Roy Scott,
Eldon Jacobsen, President.

ante subjects, big words, ready wits.
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SOCIAL SCIENCE honorary with junior and senior
membership, the Pi Gamma Mu takes its aim, the
promotion of interest in the social sciences, with
seriousness and holds regular meetings to prove it.
They often discard the academic mask however and
throw some really good parties, in the form of canyon picnics and mid-day luncheons. Membership is
limited to upper classmen, with a few graduate students tossed in for spice and wisdom. The Pi G Mus
have a lust for

hearing

lectures and hashing out

problems in the panel discussion.
JOHN BAilEY, Wilma Hulse, Grant Grandy .

•
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(BACK ROW): Jos. A. Geddis, Wayne James,
Wayne Collings, Chas. R. Fish, Walter Jagyi,
Angelo Collis. (Front Row): John M. Bailey, Wilma
Hulse, Carmen Fredrickson, Grant P. Grandy.

(BACK ROW): laurence G. Whitney, Alten Davis,
George W. Armstrong, Wayne P. Wilson, Robert
L. Rallison, Roden G. Shumway. (Front Row): Aileen
Delong , Barbara Henderson, Willa Daniels, Ann
Thornton.

BACK ROW: H. Armstrong, L. Winsor, D. Kram, J. Killough, J. Norris, W. Stevens,
R. Bailey, J . Gatlerem , R. Busche. Middle Row: J. Smith, M. Samowitz, K. Hampton ,
M. Roge rs, M. Green , J. Nemanic, O. Spencer, Prof. Rasmussen. Front Row: Dr.
McLaughlin , Prof. Barnes, Prof. Kelker, R. Hampton , Prof. Smith , Dean Dunn.

I
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XI SIGMA PI, ringleader in the "revised" floor show at the Engineer's
Ball, is an honorary for Foresters, which promotes friendly relationships
among students in that field and maintains a high scholarship in forestry.
Their plaid shirts are their recognition pin and they swear by the Great
Bunyan and O'Toole. - XSP has an edge on ,government jobs in the
summer and they sweat on the range as a means of lab application to
winter textbook knowledge. Each fall quarter, they pledge uppercassmen with two point averages and spend the rest of the year engineering
disinterest in the engineers.

James Hatherem
John Killough
Mose Samowitz
Rex Hampton

the t a

ar ~
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HOW TO SIT on the boss's lap, read his mail, and deceive his wife is discussed by
female Commerce majors at monthly Theta Chi meeting-on the sly of course.
Professors clamor for their services; students hound them to translate shorthand or
to type theses; but they go to the movie to see how glamour girls put across the
eternal "Wife vs. Secretary" struggle. They collect dues to finance the Theta Chi
scholarship given to the Junior girl with the highest average in the School of Commerce. War pressure has caused many TX's to vary their traditional procedure of
job-refusal for husband pursuit, and to take their place in the national war machine.

FRONT ROW: Mae Anderson, Winifred Larsen, Mavis Johnson , Janice Mather,
Ruth Shipley, Mrs. West, Gwendolyn Smith. Back Row: Helen Wintch , Ineda Hickman,
Elaine Nelson, Bertha Monson, Helen Lundstrom, Norma Hansen , Florence Prince,
LaRee Kerr.

LEFT TO RIGHT: Helen Lundstrom, President; Norma Hansen, Secretary; Jo Beth
Joh nson, Reporter; Florence Prince, Vic;ePresident.
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NATIONAL AND HONORARY, Phi Upsilon
Omicron attempts to further the professional
woman attitude among home economics students, occasionally succeeding. The fraternity
awards fifty dollars each spring to the outstanding underclassman in the department.
Most hope to make good wives, after they
teach high school girls the arts of the needle
and frying pan. Cook experts and lovers of
sewing they require the upper ten percentile
of the department for membership. Social life
includes Founders' Day school; intellectual life,
their consumer education reports. Their hangout is the cafeteria with occasional visits to
the sewing lab.

Ambitious members spend

much of each quarter doing term papers on
nutrition, or some similar class annoyance.

PHYLLIS GARDENER, President;
Faye Crawford, JoBeth, Johnson.

(BACK ROW): Elaine Adams, Miss Page, Marge Paulson, Ruby Richards, Marjorie
Anderson, June Tracy, Verlene Pace, Miss Olson, Violet Olsen, Karma Hill, Madonna
Herbert, Ruby Kilpack, Rae Scott. (Front Row): Kara Klinger, Faye Crawford, Ruth
Hyer, Phyllis Gardener, Harriet Parks, JoBeth Johnson.
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OFFICERS: Leonard McDonald,
Margaret Henriques, President
Wanlass, Alice Senob, J. Duncan
Brite. .

(BACK ROW): Alvin C. Warnick, Kenneth R. Hampton, Rex Hampton, Lynn S. Parker, Robert H.
Burgoyne, Elmer Archibald, Glen T. Nelson, Dwight Dixon. (Second Row): Roy Scott, Faye Carol
Crawford, Helen Lundstrom, Carmen Croft, Ella LaVere Adamson, Jane Peck, Ineda Hickman, Irene
Olson, Doris Naomi Hughes, and Ray A. Thatcher. (First Row): Alan Fonnesbeck, Clyde Tarbet, Robert Corey, Charles S. Steen, Grant P. Grandy, Art V. Maxwell, Newell Preston Olsen , and Glen J.
Behling. Absentees: John M. Bailey, Emer E. Broadbent, Genevieve S. Clayton, Carma Hunsaker
Croft, H. Max Cutler, Earl Dean Evans, Elaine Nelson, Frank Parsons, Wilford W. Sagers, Barbara M.
Walters, Arthur Frank Wendel and Dee Louise Parker Wetzler.

DISTINGUISH ED BY "A" grades, this rare clan is representative of every college department, the
upper one-tenth. They reign supreme at honors and awards assemblies, and are cocks-of-the-walk at
commencement. National, and on this campus for eleven years, they name members each spring.
President is Dean Wanlass, who presides at the one annual meeting and at the initiation ceremonies.
Top member is valedictorian, others wear ribbons at graduation.
jobs after presentation of sheepskins.
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Members anticipate immediate

TOPPING THE LIST of "blood in the
eye" competitions at Utah State was
the struggle between affiliates. As
vicious as the "Battle of the Argonne"
are the yearly tussles waged on the
Greek intramural field, on the rush
front, and in artistic competitions. Inevitable beginning of affiliate interest
is the bidding process. Utah State's
unique hill-descent for men and dawn
awakening for women are classic examples of originality. In the sequence
to the left we see the new pledge
striding down the hill; "Ohs" and" Ahs"
from the sorority filled gallery add to
the tenseness. As the "Greeks-to-be"
nears the lower extremity of the walk
a hush falls upon the assemblage. The
triumphant shout of the pledge, the
echoing boom of the chosen fraternity, the swift seizure and jubilant
shoulder-iourney follow with lightninglike rapidity.
It is over; another
brother has been taken into the circle.
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ON THE LEFT the aftermath of the sorority bid
excursion is shown. New sorority pledges stir when
L09an roosters are just sounding to take out their
bids, be sanctified in special ceremony, and honored
at the Sig Derby. The sphere of fraternity life is as
engaging and intriguing as any part of college activ~
ity. It provides rivali'Y in everything from corporeal
specifications (above) to high-hu rdling ability. Fraternities offer confidants for personal troubles or confederates for an occasional party; wardrobes for
special date or warring for political pre-eminence.
They entertain one another at exchange dinners
(lower left) and unite for a common end: witness the
Sig-SAE attempted block. They specialize in discord
at Pan-hellenic and in harmony at frequent serenades
(lower right-try page 208 for final developments).
They cram for finals in spectacular style; they hold
wacky parties; they respect pin-hangings; they despise
outside ridicule.

~lant~

on

th~

aifiliat e l~~ue~
I

MARY L. SMITH , Carol Wennergren, Elizabeth Call, Nedra Datwyler, Annabelle
Smith, Dee Louise P. Wetzler, Frances Johnson , Phyllis Stoddard , Ruth Worlton.

FRANCES JOHNSON, Nedra Datwyler, Phyllis Stoddard, Ruth Worlton.

THE LADY GREEKS, making up the Women's Panhellenic, firmly backed out of election combines,
seeing no value for them. They boss all sorority rushing,

organized a women's panhellenic dance,

enforce "8" averages for pledges. The girls eliminated too-fancy costumes for the Swing Sing, which
was coope', ative with Men's Panhellenic. Meetings are held twice a month and exchange dinners are
held at respective sorority houses, where sorority publications are discussed with an eye toward
friendlier campus relations.

women ' ~ ~an-helleni~ ~oun~il

(BACK ROW): Van Hendricks, Dave Bacon, Jack Caine, Burns Crookston, Dick Lattin,
Jack Shaw, Keith Ray, Rene Ballard. (Front Row): Merrill Reese, Con Bertin, Ronald
Johnston , Paul Barchie, Jack Horton, Bob Branges, Laurence Aubert.

MALE GREEKS of the campus, the Men's Panhellenic council, have heated arguments on Greek electi on combines, ten-minute meetings. This year a one-man delegation went to the Colorado interfr aternity convention. Working with sorority women, they sponsored the Greek Swing Sing, debated
whether ice cream or doughnuts should be served. Dues helped to pay for the men's scholarship cup,
awarded at the Swing Sing. Social event of the year was the Panhellenic dance.

RENE BALLARD , President; Dean Frischknecht SPE.

III en'~ ~anhelleni~ ~oun~il
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TOP ROW: Dee Louise Parker, Jean Rowe, Elaine Nelson, Helen Lnudstrom, Doris Wallin, Marjorie Paulson, Jean
Christensen, Hazel Owens, Annabelle Smith, Enid Fishburn. Middle Row: June Tracy, Janice Mather, Willa Smith,
Beth Sanders, Ruth Worlton, Helen Stewart, Connie Blair, Unita Woodland, Margaret Ann Wilson, Blanche Deschamps.
Bottom Row: Florence Crane, Marion West, Dorothy Jensen, Alice Miller, Mayron Page, Dorothy Wanlass, Elizabeth
Wardleigh, Louise Painter, Betty Jane Merrill, Mary Louise Hale.

TOP ROW: tv1ary Berntsen, Elaine Siddoway, Afton Carter, Jessie Ray, Betty Ann Eldredge, Beverly Tripp, Dorothy
Neilson, Ann Kennedy, Lausanne Gudmundsen, June Stocks. Middle Row: Mary Walker, Jackie Baugh, Grace Minson,
Carol Peterson, Ruth Smith, Shirley Buetler, Charlotte Henriod, Francis Christiansen, Ethel Mae Hugie, Louise Haynie.
Bottom Row: Alice Smith, Mildred Adamson, Emelyn Rea ding, Shirley Francis, Lorraine Baird, Elaine Evans, Betty
Jean Dorton, Helen Wiscomb.

~ hi

o me ~ a

WITH AN EDGE on skiing talent and vocal ability, down town two
blocks from the PiKaps and a block from the "five and dime" live the
Alpha Chis. Said to pass chocolates every other Monday, the girls have
more pins than any other sorority, and hold the longest meetings to
air their pet gripes, such as losing the scholarship cup by .008 of a point.
AX was downed by fraternities for her political independence, but put
on an assembly to shame Ziegfeld and win back the masculine graces.
They had bad luck with their snow modeling, but, after two girls froze
their hands, claimed victory-cinching the Winter Carnival Cup. They
chalked up less than a hundred points on the intramural chart, but
attributed it to the fact, "we aren't the athletic type." Since moving
from their old neighbors, the Sigs, they seem to show a PiKap preference
and can be seen any morning with one hundred twenty other people
riding the eight o'clock Creeper. They sacrificed two annual dinner
parties and a fashion show to buy a share in America's defense and
possess three hundred seventy-five dollars worth of defense bonds.

t a
a

Jack
Horton

Paul
Bartchi

Steve
Bosan

Thomas
Kowalshi

Paul
Tilford

Douglas
Quale

Ross
Jackson

William
Hendry

Joseph Grant
Robinson

Trevor
Michie

Kenneth
Proctor

James E.
Beckett

Stewart
LeFerre

Kyle
Schow

James Mont
Veator

William
Reese
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HANGOUT FOR AN enterprising colony of out-of-state men is the Beta Kappa house
on Second East. In a front room as long as the line that some of the brothers wield,
the real noise of BK is evolved. Here wrinklin, unique form of vigilante punishment
(consisting, as shown below, of a pickup by the hair), miscellaneous games of chance,
Saturday celebrating and Sunday recovery-or vice versa-can usually be found in
progress simultaneously. The Beta Kap's car display approaches the SN parking lot
brilliance. They hold meetings as the fancy strikes them, attempt to observe study
hours, claim the tallest brother on the campus, and swear by their house mother.
The fellows brag of a history on this campus that fairly outshines the brightest
fraternity satelite of the present season. It seems that some, as yet unrevealed, closet
skeleton has kept these boys from currently capturing highest affiliate honors, but
they are pluggers and are determined to again see the day when Beta Kappa is
engraved on every cup and scratched on every sorority phone pad.
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DOWN ON FIRST SOUTH reside the dwellers in the Chi 0

"Castle of Cardinal and Straw," a

house easily accessible to Dick's where the gals gather for a daily coke. With the rooms decorated
in single colors and named appropriately, the Chi O's are able to strut about in southern splendor
for "our neighbors in the maroon room are stopping by for tea and tid-bits this midnight."
Distinctive names for not only their rooms but for each girl was almost achieved as the sisters managed to capture the S.P.E. "Queen of Hearts," "Miss Utah State," and "Spur of the Moment" titles.
The Chi O's pulled no punches in taking the Dance Contest and in intra-mural competition. Their
assembly ranked high in student favor-particularly Jane Moss's strip tease. At the "Bird," on the
ballroom, under the clock-Chi O's were always very much in evidence, which is just another way of
saying that Chi Omega oomph is definitely "on."

~ hi

OIlle~a

BARLOW seals the bargain.

CHI 0 FORTUNES always good-but racay.
VORTEX of sorority life: the telephone.

FIRST ROW: Ineda Hickman, June Coop, Joan Carter, Helen Wintch, Marna Peterson, Mary Smith, Betty Pedersen,
Anna Lou Reese, Maude Mathews. Second Row: Marjorie Hansen, Barbara Ann Preston, Marian Wilcox, Mildred
Hayward, Alice Randall, Margaret Snow, Rachel Barlow, Imogene Lee, Shirley Hickman. Third Row: Elizabeth Call,
Gloria Harris, Lucille Roylance, Kathryn Anderson, Jeanne Crockett, Carmen Croft, Anne Ryan, Catherine Farr,
Beth Wakely. Fourth Row: Roma Gene Thurston, Mae Cutler, Jane Moss, Henrietta Jones, Karol Haight, Emma
Martin, Betty Lou Balch, Rosella Larkin, Louise Dixon. Fifth Row: Margaret Todd, Veda Mae Munk, Julia Theurer,
Dot Hickman, Kathryn Kirkham, Druce Foutz, Wilma Gunn, Barbara Dunn, Virginia Lee. Sixth Row: Edith Pond,
Frances Montrose, Martha Peterson, Sherma Stanfill, Polly Parkinson, Mary Lu Cameron, Naomi Dillman, Alta Mae
Carter, Shirley Skanchy. Seventh Row: Beverly Lewis, Marian Musser, Patricia Smith, Beth Keller, Carol Peterson,
Judy Edwards, Gwen Thompson, Carma Chambers.
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AS IMPRESSIVE RUSHERS they're unequalled, but they spare no mercy to "probies" (as evidenced
in pictures below). They own the most beautiful s::>rority house, but practically live at the Bluebird.
They're said to be congenial with Sigma Nus but place no priority on other fraternities. They live
in the mad blue room and are disciplined by bath tub dunking administered by their more vigorous
sisters. They made a good showing on the athletic field, captured the scholarship cup, and showed
creative talent in snow-sculpturing, sharing first honors. They love Annie, the cook, and idolize Mrs.
Woolley, house mother, who is soon to leave the fold. A continuation of the exterior, the huge
rock ( ) fireplace is still too small for their numerous cups. Their phone is busy 80 per cent of the
time perhaps due to the fact that the "Sweater Girl" and "Open House Queen" are in their midst.
"When you turn the lights down low" is the signal for a rendition of their sweetheart song which
is hummed by a wide majority of fraternity men. Daggers worn as their identification is no indication that they're a fighting brood, but to the last, they'll defend the KD honor.
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FIRST ROW: Harriet Parks, Frances Rawlins, Elaine Sandburg, Helen Hudman, Shirley Watland, Rae Scott,
Margaret Erickson, Marie Fowler, Virginia Clyde, Dona Marie Daniels. Second Row: Adrus Hansen, Kathryn
Wiggins, Betty Jane Hendricks, Virginia Bateman, Phyllis Stoddard, Frances Johnson, Chloe Campbell, Ursula
Domina, Doris Okelberry, Jean Crawford. Third Row: Peggy Keller, Helen Michaelsen, Jean Clements, Mary
Jane Davis, Doris Van Dam, Ellen Maughan, Marjorie Hyer, Venna Micheles, Dorothy Jean Peterson, Jeanne Allen.
Fourth Row: Ann Louise Barber, Geraldine Walker, Louise Yose, Hazel Stoddard, Carol Nelson, Merlyn
Mendenhall, Helen Tillotson, Katie Loosle, Doris Fitzgerald, Betty Lou Lindholm. Fifth Row: Virginia Carlson,
Gwenneth Steffensen, Wanda Schow, Tharrel Bergeson, Beth Clark, Patsy Barber, Melba Call, Roma Poole,
Cloma Hammond, Joy Evans.
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IN THE DOMAIN of Lambda Chi, which has the distinction of being the only local
Greek letter on the campus, live the members of this small, but active fraternity. In
every inter-fraternity competition, these brothers made entry often to offer stiff competition to their larger and better-known rivals. They take turns helping with the dishes,
and have a particular fancy for staying clothed in their sleeping apparel until late
morning and early afternoon. In the sequence of pictures below, these Lambda Chis
show a few more of the multitudinous activities that occupy days and nights of a
fraternity man. The phonograph is an indispensable contrivance to be found in every
houses' front room. According to scientific estimates, the turntable of the average
fraternity machine makes enough revolutions per week that the outer rim travels fourteen times the distance from stadium to the Commons. Of course, in a man's world,
a man's mag such as Esquire is sure to capture at least its share of attention. Certainly
not the least in a brother's existence is the mauling of pledges to test them for the
strength requisite for a new number. Below, the paddle, symbol of fraternity activity,
is held in anticipation of a near meeting with the "lucky" goat.
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Ronald Johnson
Lloyd Olsen
Merrill Rees

Dale Miller
Glenn Sanders
James Yardley

Travers Allen
George Hatch
John Barton

Ross Barrett
Clifton Perry
Walter Harris

Robert Cuff
Lee Gibson
Owen Burnham

Jack Taylor
Tad Paxton

ON THE RIGHT, Lambda Chi's show to a potential brother what a few of the alums were likeall the time glibly telling of the brother's achievements.

This is fraternity life, typical of any

campus-a world of rushing, rites, brotherhood,
and practical jokes.
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Harold Steed
Jack Caine
Paul Thomas
Sterling Peterson
Reid Bishop

Conrad Bertin
Richard H. Harris
Norman Howells
Aaron Amacher
Harold Gutke

Royal Henderson
Grant Bethers
Dave Clark
David K. Hulme
John Reese

Warren Caldwell
Guy Murray
Robert Wilson
Eccles Caine
Ral ph Richards

D:xon Larson
LaMar Mackay
Lane Palmer
Robert Caine
Ralph Carlson

Haven Barlow
Reid Hall
Bryce Albertson
Preston Seeley
Boyd Fuhriman
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IF YOU WANT a darn good date call 522 and from
their collected miscellany they'll

guarantee anything.

To hold a respectable house party and a beer bust is their
frequent practice made possible by the annex; the ad ~ a
cent creek comes in handy for discipline and as a hangover remedy. Conformed extremists, they

decline to

tolerate mediocracy, and boast the biggest membership
on the campus, plus subtle political mechanisms. In their
possession are innumerable parking tickets and questionable automobiles which afford them opportunity to show
BOWERY PARTY: no beer.

the mechanical ability about which they brag.

THREE POINTERS USUALLY seek refuge with the Pi Kaps,
a nd after pledging, display their individuality in room
d ecoration. Each week they change their lingo and their
a pproach, wear obnoxious hats and claim "you can always
t ell a Pi Kap by his tie." Many a lass has thrilled to their
vocalizing of "Honeymoon," and has taken the matter
seriously because they've hung more pins than any other
Greek.

KID'S PARTY: milk was served.

Paul Huchel
Frank Wight
Oleen Bunderson
George Haskins
Jacques Pinkhard

Samuel Price
Kent Howard
Robert Siddoway
Wilford Murray
Gerald Plowman

Ray Lutz
Shirley Bishop
Don Zamzow
Howard Blood
Vernon Carlson

Darrel Daines
Wallace Anderson
Chuck Goodwin
Paul Hansen
Ray Hayes

Robert Toolson
Richard K. Pearse
Wyman Redd
Lewis Livingston
Raymond Whittaker

Hoyt Kelly
Ted C rawford
Wesley Smith
Sidney M. Priday

AROUND THE pool table, on the basketball court, at the
Alpha Chi house, the S.A.E.'s get around. Guaranteed to
make the headlines of Student Life by nucleating the staff,
they talk a lot, project even more, and claim to be the youngest
campus national. They started the new year out right by being
quarantined for measles, Ray Wilson heading the movement.

THREE BALL in the side pocket.

FIRST ROW: Ned Clyde, LeRoy Prestgard, Clinton Nelson, Wayne Eldredge, Jack Shaw, William Batt, Dick Call,
Bill Powers, Edward Scartzina, Val Halgren, Lee Sharp. Second Row: Jay Staten, Jay Hansen, Ralph Smith, Robert
Wright, Bill Martin, Dick Lattin, Robert Wennergren, Chall Allred , Calder 'Pickett, Arthur J. Fowler, Dale Lewis.
Third Row: Morris Rich , Chris Leston, Bryce Roe, Sam Bailey, Stan Anderson, Jack Schwaneveldt, Blaine Heusser,
Harold DeLaMare, Wendell Droubay, Homer Jaynes, Dick Ricci . Fourth Row: Ray Wilson, Clifford Stock, Val Crane,
Harold Miller, George Wilkinson, Merlyn Jones, Russel Bateson, Maurice Merrill, LeGrande Shupe, Jim Hatch, Myron
Fonnesbeck
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BRIGGS on the night before the
C. U. game.

G E 0 MET RIC snow scul pture
fashioned by the S.A.E.'s

'''WHISKEY'' poses one.

POUTICALL Y, THEY combine with the Sigma Chi's; they have more
trophies than any other fraternity. Most of their hours are spent in
their made-over house which is ideal for house parties. They moan about
having no alums on the faculty and not having cars, but ride with pleasure in Lattin's jallopy and Stock's "green streak." It gives them indescribable pleasure to invite a brother's sweetheart to dinner and each
practice upon her their famed kissing technique. Toward dusk, they wax
sentimental and gather for an acapella rendition of "Violets."

They

afforded good competitive material for the Sigs, winning water polo
and being runners up in touch-football and basketball. By manner of
passing the buck, Sigs claim them to be the worst inebriates on the
campus, but, in spite of everything, "President McKinley was an S.A.E."

2 17
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MEN OF THE Royal White Cross live in the
number one spot on Utah State's fraternity
row. From their talent farms in Big County
and at Logan High they draw many members
who come to push or cheer the Sigs to leadership in almost every inter-fraternity activity.
With a corner on athletes almost as complete
as the best executed J. P. Morgan monopoly,
the Sigs gathered in most of the championships for

major intra-mural events.

They

staged the Sig Derby, funfest in which new
sorority pledges were honored and inevitably
choice
chosen.

"Sweetheart
Alpha Chi,

of

Sigma

Dorothy

Chi"

was

Neilson was

named for this honor and overnight the intake
on already swamped phone number 1261 was
doubled. Sigs sounded their political trombone loudest in class politics where they held
three of four presidencies.

FIRST ROW: J . T. Abbot, Merrill Daines, J. A. Theuer Jr.,
Karl T. Homer, Clyde Tarbet. Second Row: Dick Romney,
Harold Capener, George Peterson, Fae Hurst, Melvin Manning.
Third Row: Ted Wennergren , Nick Drakulick, Chris Axelgard,
Jean Carlos, Bill Twitchell. Fourth Row: Ed Budge, Grant
Cullimore, John Sorenson, Lyman Tarbet, Fred Allen. Fifth
Row: Burns Crookston, Grant White , Roy Humpherys, George
Bullen, Orsen Bankhead. Sixth Row: David Moore, Clair Bello,
Dale Homer, Alan Wilson , Sherwin Maeser. Seventh Row:
Widtsoe Checketts, Conrad Alder, Richard Parkinson, Dasil
Mathews, Eldred Peterson. Eighth Row: Alma Sonne
SIGS celebrate by surrealism.
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THOUGH employing a skillful rush technique but "shot"
serenade tactics, the Sigs nevertheless managed to get a gang
of promising pledges and still
had many absentee pins around.

IG DERBY : hit with tomato gets a kiss.

SHAPE and size-carefully considered.

FIRST ROW : Bill Leatham, Dudley Emmett Dick Griffin, Dean McNeil , Clarence Randall,
Norman Salisbury, Sidney Cardon. Second Row: Grant Esplin , Dean Brown, Norman Sonne ,
Frank Hanson , Gib Madsen , Louis Klekas , Richard Tippets. Third Row : Rulon Gardner, Reed
Hurst, Don Bateson, Dick Howard , Jim Martin , Charles Jenkins, Wade Mund e n. Fourth Row:
Bob Nelson, Wendell Roskelley, George Nelson , Dean Thornberg, Reid Ped e rs e n, Jack Gilbert,
Jack Crookston .
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THESE "DOUGH-BOYS" of the campus live in the Castle and park in its shade the
smartest string of automotive vehicles in the valley. Their search for the famed secret
passages in the Castle has netted nothing more than several odd-looking panels (or at
least that's all the outsider is shown). At any rate the house has a thousand weird
nooks and quaint features that keep the newcomer stare - crazy. After one year of
occupancy, the Sig Nu boys have improved the structure considerably from the crumbling giant deserted by the Alpha Chi's.

FIRST ROW: Robert Corey, LaVan Hendricks, Ezra Geddes, Robert Anderson , Karl Taylor, George McDonald,
James Hiner, Reed Budge, Max Johnson, Earl James, Ja mes E. Sorenson. Second Roy{: Ariel Berntson, Piatt Bliss,
Lyman Gabrielsen , John S. Daniels, Edmond Guhler, Oliver E. Lockhart, Robbin Hanson, Robert Kruger, Richard I.
Stevens, Rulon Yorgason , Elmer Jacob. Third Row: Mario n Dunn, Ferris Sweet, Dent Dustin, Jay Hamilton , Tom
Burrows, Kyle Stephens, Thomas Kitchen, Austin Hubba rd, Lawrence Whitney, Luther Winsor, Blaine Moser.
Fourth Row: Keith Brough, Melvin Pennie, Jack Hendricks, Nagel Palmer, Bob Anderson, Dale Johnson, Bill Wallace,
Lewis Sadlier, Robert Taylor, Reid Bergener.
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HERE'S the fireside scene.

BROODING trio wails.

STUDY HOUR-the sign was lifted from Chi O's.

EVERY AFTERNOON the brothers hold informal open house in
their front room where they bring their gals to perfect dance steps
to the tune of the best record shelf on the campus. Traveling in
small gangs they can generally be found either at Dick's, Caspar's;
or the Chi 0 house, where, as at all sororities, their serenades are
appreciated. Although not over-run with muscle-men, they point to
trackster Roy Taylor as an example of SN ability.

Thespians,

scholars, playboys, and fashion-plates-these are White Star boys.
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FIRST ROW: Jon Crockett, Sam Merrill, Charles Henry, Jack Moore, George Barton, Wilford Smeding, Ray Randall,
Rene Ballard, Fred Robbins. Second Row: Dean Frischknecht, Mack Wray, John Clay, Robert Carlson, LaMar Monroe,
Robert Branges, D. G. Nelson, Blaine Harris, Lynn Page. Third Row: Lawrence Aubert, Hal Edison, Roden Shumway,
Keith Wray, John Allen Beaty, David S. Williams, Domick LaVerne, Robert Choate, Wayne K. Tuttle. Fourth Row:
Elden Drake, Jim McFall, Edward Consalvi, Frank Yose, CI air Kanen, NaRay Ormond, August Aubert, Wayne Call,
Warren Holmgren. Fifth Row: Lester D. Barrus, Lyman Bingham, Michael Bruno, Wayne Taylor, Udell Wankier, Gene
French, Earl Tuttle, David Latimer.

HOUSE party picnic.

~ hi e~~ilon ~ro~laim~
CLAIMING NO RELATION between their good rep and their distance from Jack Croft's office,
the Sig Eps typify the hard-working, up-and-coming fraternity. They throw novel house parties,
and are always decking the house for the next spree or cleaning it out after the last. They
observe study rules strictly and keep tab on tubbings just as strictly. They claim to have the
prettiest pin on the campus and show a distinct preference for Idaho beer. With artist Sam
Merrill as a brother they are always in the final judgment for artistic endeavor-having won
the snow sculpturing contest for the second successive year. On the election of Pat Smith as
Queen of Hearts, they dreamily sang romantic "Sig Ep Girl" to their charter sweetheart.
Pat is shown below as she was awarded the honor and the accompanying gift.

Sig Eps are

always considered a serious threat in intra-mural athletic competition. They passed, stroked, and
tossed their way to the semi-finals in touch football, water polo, and basketball. They inaugurated Sunday softball sessions with the navy men, bought their share of defense stamps, and
lived the life of model college brotherhood.

SIG EPS hear Louis cool Pastor.

SOC VEE ANN rumpus pen.
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QUEEN of Hearts finalists.

theta

u~~ilon ~eman~~

attention

CRACKING THE POLITICAL field with 42-43 vice prexy Karma Hill (plus a "Lacey"the logical conclusion of SAE pin hanging), the Theta U's made their place on the
campus indeed noticed. They were the only Amazon tribe to pick a Dream Man,
naming Frank Wight for the honor.

Enough fraternity pins (and the following choco-

lates) came to rest here that the daily block dash for the five-to-eight bus was a
"figurative" necessity. Thetas invaded classes with a high scholarship past record;
evidencing their place in the high scholarship bracket was placement of Jane Peck
in Phi Kappa Phi. The aged enigma "When does a sorority girl study?" is answered
by the Thetas in the sequence below. Act I shows Pledge Peterson first being distracted from her pursuit of knowledge by the public showing of a new formal.
One thing of course leads to another, and so after they contrast Russia's war move with
Jay "blitzkrieg" Green's conduct, food is in order. Scene" shows us the quiet midnight purge of the icebox. In the last spot we find our tired pledge wearily attacking her lessons with the clock approaching one and her roomie tucked comfortably
beneath the down.
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FIRST ROW: Carol Wennergren, Jane Peck, Cora Mickelson, Shirley Nelson, Louis Peterson, Genevieve
Johnson, Karma Hill , Lora Terry. Second Row: Gwendolyn Smith, Nedra Datwyler, Mae Anderson, Norma
Ward, Hazel Perry, Evelyn Seamons, Maxine Jenkins, Corrine Smith. Third Row: Elaine Adams, Jane Flint,
Charlene Turner, Marjorie Carver, Ruth Pederson, Marjorie Jones, Betty Jean Stone, Reta Jones. Fourth
Row: Ruth Peterson, Margaret Barlow, Theda McB ride, Gene Coombs, Bona Jones, Betty Smith, Belva
Andrus, Dorothy Lundahl. Fifith Row: Lois Adams, A nna Lyle Price, Donna Mickelson, Barbara Perkins,
Violet Olsen.

frOID

w~~t ~~nt~r
WEE WILLIE WINKlE Thetas.
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MEMORIES n MEMORIES"
IF THE JUNKMAN'S OLD CAR WHEELS COULD TALK, WHAT
HAPPY STORIES THEY'D TELL. YES, OUR ENGRAVINGS TALK IN
THE 1942 BUZZER.

THEY TELL OF CAREFREE COLLEGE DAYS

AND HOLD THOSE HAPPY MEMORIES.

BUY BONDS, WORK

AND FIGHT.

COMMERCIAL ART &ENGRAVING CO.
1220 MAPLE - LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
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MAIN AND CENiER

MAIN AND FIRSi NORiH

\ 02 NORiH MAIN

FRED'S FLOWERS

AMERICAN
FOOD STORES

BAUGH PLUMBING
Chief of Values

FRESH MEATS - VEGETABLES

S. E. NEEDHAM, Jeweler

GROCERIES

"In the middle of the block at the
sign of the clock."
Phone 1300

Logan, Utah

7~e ~""I/*t PillceJ te ~tep

• • •

RATES FROM-$1.50 without bath
$2.00 with bath
TRY OUR AIR-CONDITIONED COFFEE SHOP AND BALLROOM

350 ROOMS - 350 BATHS
RATES - $2 to $4
NEW AIR CONDITIONED COFFEE SHOP and DINING ROOM

WE

OFFER

YOU
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HOSPITALITY

BEST IN THE WEST

Produced by

Produced only by

Independent Coal and
Coke Company

United States Fuel
Company

Salt Lake City

Salt Lake City.

A letter from home, and a photograph of one who is dear-these
are priceless to our boys in the service.
Let us make a photograph of you from your Buzzer negative, or
have a new one taken at our studio. Nothing will be appreciated more.

~rUDI~
490 North Main

Logan, Utah
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DEPENDABILITYA NECESSARY ACTION FOR THE
PROGRESS OF ANY WORTH -WHILE
INSTITUTION.

Utah Photo Materials Co.

13 PASSENGER TRAINS
AND BUSES

Incorporated
ESTABLISHED 1909

PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES

In and Out of Logan Daily
Providing Fast and Frequent Service
TRAVEL VIA "U.I.C." AND SAVE

W. EARL lYMAN, Manager
27 West South Temple

Salt lake City, Utah :

New High Ball L.C.L. Freight Service from Salt lake
City and Ogden to Brigham, Wellsville, Hyrum,
logan, Smithfield and Preston and
intermediate points

SERVICE IS THE BASIS OF FRIENDSHIP

This new service provides delivery of shipments at destination
the same day they are shipped from Salt Lake City or Ogden.

then we are
"A FRIENDLY INSTITUTION"
because we carry

Established 1892

"Everything for Office and Schools"

The Utah -Idaho Central
Railroad Corporation

Utah -Idaho School Supply
Company
155 So. State

Salt lake City
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TRADITIONALLY

UTAH

AGGIES

PREFER

THE

SALT LAKE CITY

NEWHOUSE-WHERE BEING A HOST IS AN ART
LET US ARRANGE THAT PARTY YOU ARE PLANNING
The Beautiful MIRROR ROOM-Smart Social Center of the West

The

NEWHOUSE
HOTEL
400 Rooms
400 Baths
Rates $2.20 to $4
MRS. J. H. WATERS, Pres.
J. HOLMAN WATERS
W. ROSS SUnON
M~~agers

IF YOU WANT ...
DANCE PROGRAMS

INVITATIONS

ANNOUNCEMENTS
- See -

J. P. SMITH & SON
Supporters of Utah State for Over Fifty Years

ENGRAVERS

PRINTERS
LOGAN, UTAH

c. c. ANDERSON
"Where Cache Valley Trades With Confidence"
DRY GOODS
APPLIANCES
FURNITURE
LOGAN, UTAH

B 0 0 nUS

Complete Line of Small Shop Tools ...

FORHOMEAND
SCHOOL LlBRAR'IES

POWER TOOLS

School Supplies, Party Favors, Greeting

Driver-Dewalt-Delta-Oliver Sliksaw
Lufkin Precision Instruments
Black and Decker
Lincoln Arc Welding Equipment

Cards, Fountain Pens, Pencils,
Stationery, Gifts, etc.

Deseret Book Company
44 East South Temple

Industrial Supply Company

Salt Lake City, Utah

121-131 Motor Avenue
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Salt Lake City, Utah

"A Favorite Spot
for
Aggie Shoe Styles"
Between 24th and 25th
on Washington Boulevard
Ogden, Utah

SAMUELS

SHOE STORE

For Your Entertainment
and Pleasure
CAPITOL THEATRE
ROXY THEATRE
LYRIC THEATRE
Logan, Utah
POPULAR PICTURES AT
POPULAR PRICES.
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Colorado Animal
By-Products Company

ROYAL BAliERY
• FOR FUTURE ALL-AMERICANS-

Manufacturers of

• FOR TASTE AND HEALTH ..

Golden Brand
IMPROVED MEAT SCRAPS
TANKAGE and BONE MEAL

"MARVEL MAID BREAD"
118 NORTH MAIN

Garland, Ogden, Salt Lake City, Spanish Fork,
Logan, and Heber City

After the game ...

Winget's Ice Cream Co.

DICli'S CAFE

"We Freeze To Please"

for
• DELICIOUS FRIED CHICKEN
• TENDER STEAKS • SANDWICHES
• FOUNTAIN SPECIALTIES
• FOOT LONG HOT DOGS
IWhere Quality and Prices haven't changed)
40 South Main

ICE CREAM . . . ICES . . . SHERBETS
PUNCH
PARTY ODRERS A SPECIALTY

Car Service

DAIRY, CREAMERY

THE BLUEBIRD
and ICE CREAM
Logan, Utah

MACHINERY and SUPPLIES

MONROE & CRISELL
19 NORTH MAIN and

Portland -

COLLEGE HILL

Salt Lake City
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It's cooperation from friends like
you that makes our work a pleasure.

YOURS FOR VICTORY!

Bennie

Max

IJEGN & BRUNSON
PAPER DECORATIONS .. .

DUALITY

CARNIVAL GOODS .. .

STYLE

CARPENTER PAPER
COMPANY

VARIETY

Salt Lake City, Utah

LEVE t-I·S
1."

LOGAN BIKE & SPORT
SHOP

...." . .

, or ("

r~ I ... ' I

...

1

\"

•

Distinctive College Styles

North Main Street - Logan , Utah

JARMAN'S SHOES FOR MEN ...

L. C. Smith and Corona Typewriters

Repairing All Makes
Rentals

. . . RED CROSS SHOES FOR LADIES
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LOANS

BENNETT' S

FARM RESIDENT
BUSINESS PROPERTY AND F.H.A.

PURE

INVESTMENT BONDS
SURETY BONDS

PAINTS

WINDOW, PLATE,

JUDICIAL BONDS

and AUTO GLASS

FIDELITY BONDS

INSURANCE

Distributors for

Rawlings Athletic Equipment
ABSTRACT

OF

TITLE

LOGAN HARIJWARE
COMPANY

TITLE INSURANCE

UTAH MORTGAGE LOAN
CORPORATION

Logan, Utah

WHOLESALE

LOGAN, UTAH

CASTLE

GATE

COAL

The Choice of Discriminating Buyers
Mined by

UTAH FUEL COMPANY
Salt Lake City, Utah
DEPENDABLE DEALERS IN CACHE COUNTY SELL

CASTLE

GATE
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COAL

RETAI L
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RECREATIONAL BOWLING

LOVINGER

"Bowl for Your Health"

Logan Bowling Alleys

DISINFECTANT

Main Street

COMPANY
MONSON MARliET
lJealer in

HIGHEST DUALITY FoolJ
Offers Congratulations to

311-319 South West Temple St.

AGGIE STUlJENTS

Salt Lake City, Utah

THE DINNER HORN

FOR YOUR APPETITE DELIGHT ..

LOGAN'S LEADING INDEPENDENT
Demand the pure and

FOOD STORE

delicious candies
Logan, Utah
made by

Distributors for that famous SHAWWALKER "Built Like a Skyscraper"
Office Furniture and Equipment

SHUPE-WILLIAMS
CANDY CO.

Steve's Office Supply
2414 Washington Blvd.

Ogden, Utah

Ogden , Utah
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Congratulations

THE PRICE OF

TO GRADUATES and

FREEIJoM

Best Wishes
TO ALL STUDENTS

Here in America we are still free. But

U. S. A. C. Booll STORE

our future is only as secure as our willingness to plan, to work, to save. We
have undertaken the mightiest war program in the world's history ... and to
it we must dedicate our brains, our

SWEET'S

labor, our money-unstintingly.

Salt Lake
STAMPS
BUY WAR
WAR BONDS

BARS and SPECIALTIES
on Sale at The Book Store
QUALITY

and

SEARS RoEBUCIl & CO.

VALUE

This Book Is Bound in a .. .

IlINGSIlRAFT COVER
Iling-sport Press, Inc.
Ilingsport, Tennessee
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GENERAL

TIRES

• HAWKINSON TIRE RE-CAPPINGI
• EXPERT RADIATOR CLEANING AND
REPAIRINGI
• PERFECT CIRCLE RiNGSI
• EXIDE BATIERIESI
• DU PONT AUTOMOBILE PAINTI
• TIMP KIN NEW DEPARTURE BEARINGI
COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE PARTS

Central Auto Parts &Tire Co.
Phone 88
227 North Main -

Logan

GRANT BATESON

RAY SIDDOWAY

LARSON & BIRCH

BUS TRAVEL HELPS YOU
and Your Country, tool
TRAVELING by Super. Coach today is both good
judgment AND good Americanism. What could be
an easier way to save money for Defense Bonds
than to do all your traveling by luxurious , air·
conditioned Super.Coach. It costs much less than
driving, and you 'll make your car last longer •. •
saving tires , parts , and vital war materials for
Victory • • • serving yourself and your country, tool

Wholesale
CANDY MANUFACTURERS
and JOBBERS

UNION PACIFIC STAGES

Logan, Utah

The Overland-Wonderland Route

WE PRINT STUDENT LIFE

J. L. EARL
Manager and Owner
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PEMBROKE
COMPANY

DRUGS ...
Fountain - Lunch - Kodak - Films
You are always welcome at the

Modern Drug Store
109 North Main

OFFICE OUTFITTERS
Salt Lake City

Logan, Utah

PHOTO BLUE COMPANY

Cache Sheet Metal Works
F. W. JACKSON

Salt Lake City

207 Ness Building

H. R. JACKSON

74 W. Center St.

Written, Printed or Drawn Subjects Created,
Reduced, Duplicated or Enlarged

Phone 81

Planograph Printing - Blueprinting - Photostats
Engineering Supplies - Mammoth Photo Enlargements
Artist Supplies

Logan, Utah

FOR ...

PEERLESS

Perfect Registered Diamonds

A UTAH COAL

Gruen, Elgin, and Hamilton Watches
Eastman, Bell, and Howell Cameras

"THE COAL WITHOUT A PEER"

Gifts with personality

Produced and Distributed by

-

PEERLESS
SALES
COMPANY

VISIT-

CARDON JEWELRY
COMPANY
For 70 years Logan's favorite jeweler
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is not as simple as it looks. Organizing a successful publication requires
coordination, adhering to principles of good layout, color application,
photographic appeal; all part of the media used in helpful guidance. Our
objective, obviously, is a method pursued upon satisfactory and continuous customer relations leading to the permanency of the institution.

_ _ _ _ _ PARAGOn PRinTinG co.
122 West on Second South

Salt Lake City. Utah
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